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Finishing cattle is a major income producing activity for Kansas
farmers • Recent publications have pointed to the expanded growth of commer-
cial cattle feedlots throughout the United States*1 Kansas is no exception;
large commercial feedlots in the state have multiplied four times during the
past ten years. Kansas in 1953 , had ten commercial feedlots in operation;
by January 1, 1963. the number had risen to forty-four. Commercial feedlots
are defined as those with capacity for 1000 head or more and feeding, at
least partially , on a contract basis, i.e., custom feeding cattle owned by
2
outside sources.
The rise in popularity of commercial feedlots has placed consider-
able importance on the answer to this question. What will happen to the
farmer feedlots? Farmer feedlots were here defined as feedlots ex less than
1000 head and all cattle are owned by the feedlot operator. The remainder of
^Leo J. Koran, Honfeed Costs of Arizona Cattle Feeding . Arizona
Agricultural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin No. 135 (Tuscon, 1959)*
pp. U-5.
Gordon A. Kin*;, Economies of scafr; in Jmgm CoRpercial FeedlotfS,
California Agricultural Experiment Station, Giannini Foundation of Agri-
cultural Economics Research Report No. 251 (Davis, 1962), p. 1.
Missouri, Economics Research Division Consumers Cooperative
Association, Commercial Cattle Feed Yards Oneratin/^ Policies. Facilities
ana Cooperative Organization Guides. (Kansas City, 1959) $ P« 25.
Willard F. Williams and James McDowell, Characteristics and
Growth of Cattle Feedlot Operations in Oklahoma . Oklahoma Agricultural
Experiment Station Processed Series F-418 (Stillwater, 1962) . P- **•
Robert H. Wuhrman, Economic Aspects of Commercial Cattle Feed
Lot Operations in Kansas" (unpublished Master's thesis, Library, Kansas
State University, 1959)* PP. 15-16.
2King, p. 1.
Wuhrman, p. 2.
California, Bank of America, Cattle Feeding in California, by
John A. Hopkin (San Francisco, 1957) » P* 12 •
this report is devoted to an analysis which is designed to help answer thia
question.
Statistics compiled since 19^5, by the Kansas Crop and Livestock
Reporting Service indicate that total numbers of cattle on feed in Kansas
have ranged from 322,000 January 1, 19^5 # immediately following World War
II, to a low, due largely to drouth, of 153,000 January 1, 1957* and
finally to the all time high of 392,000 January 1, 1963. Primary impor-
tance was focused on the over-all increase in cattle numbers as a portion
of the farming program. Since January 1, 1956, data have been brolien down
for small feedlots and large feedlots (those with a capacity of 1000 head
or more) . While the total percentage being fed by large feedlots increased
from 16 in 1956, to 36 in 1963 , there also was a significant increase in
absolute numbers being fed by 3mall feedlots over this seven-year period.
In 1956, small feedlots had 152,000 cattle on feed compared with 242,000
January 1, 1963, indicating the relative importance of fattening cattle
on Kansas farms today .3 Table 1 shows more clearly the significance of the
above figures.
Farmer feedlots in Kansas operate for one, two, three, or any com-
bination of three reasons. First, feeding makes possible the conversion
of products with low demand into products with higher demand. For example,
transformation of corn, grain sorghum, alfalfa, etc., all low demand
products, into beef, prepares a product with a higher, more stable demand
for market. This in turn tends to Increase farmers incomes. Kansas has
much permanent pasture which experiences little or no demand except through
cattle feeding programs.
^David M. Bartholomew, 'Fed Cattle Still Come From the Farm
,
The l^rd Beport of Yr
^fti| ftp?* cultural . (June, I960), p. 21.
TABLE 1
CATTLE AHD CALVE3 OH GRAIN FEED, KANSAS,
JANUARY 1, 1956 TO JANUARY 1, 196la
late Cattle on Feed
in Lots with
Capacity of
Approximately
1,000 or More
Head
Cattle on
Feed in Lots
of Less than
1,000 Head
Total of
All Cattle
on Feed
Percentage of
Cattle on Feed
which are in
Lots with Cap-
acity of Approx-
imately 1,000
or More Head
Jan. 1, 1956
Jan. 1, 1957
Jan. 1, 1958*
Jan. 1, 1959
Jan. 1, I960
Jan. 1, 1961
Jan. 1, 1962
Jan. 1, 1963
30,000
38,000
44,000
1*9,000
56,000
88,000
99,000
150,000
152,000
115,000
127,000
166,000
217,000
21*9,000
248,000
2*<2,000
182,000
153,000
171,000
215,000
275,000
337,000
347,000
392,000
14
I*
23*
21,',
Mtf
m
aKansaa Agriculture Forty Third Report, 1959-1960, Kansas State
Board of Apiculture, Topeka, Kansas.
^Supplement supplied by the Kansas Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service, Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Division of Statistics, Topeka,
Kansas.
jonci, seasonal fluctions in the live animal market with steady
to stable consumer demand for dressed meat has resulted in cattle feeding
enterprises designed to take advantage of high off-season markets. Rear-
ranging existing feeding programs or changing than to Increase turnover to
something greater than one time per year can place cattle feeders on some
seasonal market hi^hs. This allovs then to level out economic upe and
downs from year to year. Thus, the dressed seat supply is made more nearly
to coincide vith demand for it throughout the year.
A third reason for cattle feeding on farms nay be found in • overn-
aent controls on crops, primarily wheat. The increased reduction of wheat
acreage has induced farmers to plant feed L.rain crops on non-wheat acres.
With this abundant supply of feed grains going into an ever decreasing
demand market, farmers have found it more profitable to transform feed
grains into beef with its much higher demand market. As controls have
expanded to cover feed grain acreages also, farmers have converted some
idle land back to permanent pasture. The primary outlet for bulky materials,
such as pasture, is through an animal feeding operation. Thu3, there are
three predominate reasons for farmers to continue to feed cattle.
Consumer demand for beef is expected to continue upward, therefore,
adjustments shifting resources from wheat production into production of
pasture and feed grains seem to be suitable.
Cattle feeding on farms throughout the midwest, and particularly
in Kansas, is customarily thought of as complementing crop farming
.
Increases in feed grain and pasture acreage, along with new technological
improvements of production methods, have contributed to the expansion of
cattle feeding in Kansas. Thus, shifting of farm enterprises and technol-
ogical advancements are preserving complementarity between crop farming
and cattle feeding.
Buying and selling habits of Kansas cattlemen have assisted in
Missouri, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, Financing Beef
;
Production Systems , by Colyer and R.J. Doll (Kansas City, 1959), pp. 1, 35 •
^California, Bank of America.
Maintaining snail farmer feedlots within the state. Numerous Arm auctions
ana sale rints prevail throughout the state, providing both a buyer's and a
seller's market for small lot* cf cattle. Farmers are able, therefore, to
purchase small groups of cattle vith a mLnirm: of capital at any one time.
This availability of small lots of cattle coupled vith the similar ease
vhich small nusibers of cattle uajr be disposed, of baa gone far in maintaining
tha present .otatus of small farmer feedlots. In some states, cnttla buying
and selling is done on a larvae scale »ith little or no out-let for small
bunch'js
.
VJithia those areas small farmer feedlot3 have been at a ratrked
disadvantage the past few years. Therefore, it is quite easily seen that
the present marketing structure for cattle in Kansas baa done much to main-
tain tbe small cattle feeders position there.
The feeding program followed by most Kansas fan feeders, as
indicated by the survey questionnaires, vas that of winter, grace and
full feed with winter and full feed second. Both programs coHpleraent
farming operations.
For example, wintering is usually done on old grass, wheat pasture
or stubble and jsraalna takes place on native &rass during summer months.
Neither of these operations requires an excessive amount of attention or
work and, for the 22031 part, each utilises existing feea stocks* In the
fall after crops have been harvested, ground prepared for next year's crops,
etc., full feeling begins. This portion of the feeding program requires
more labor, time and equipsaant than the other two, therefore, it has been
so placed to utilize factors of production which otherwise would have been
^MmW|——»— !— 1 .< i« iiwwww>*M>**«- ' " >»«—w»w»w—w»im> !»>» 1 >m ISW I m **m mini i 1111 i t\ nwmm^mmm-*m+mi0m*—**^»~m^*m^**mmmm*»—^m«»mm* - »
5Ibid.. p. 13.
idle. Also in keeping with the other two phases of the progm, feed
consumed during the full feeding phase has, in general, been produced on
the farm. A similar example shoving complementarity could be described
for the vinter anJ full feeding program.
Farmers under both feeding programs can easily dispose of their
low demand, bulky feed products which have been produced through new tc
nolo ^r and the undiminished shift of wheat acreage to feed grains and
permanent pasture. Although these two feeding programs dominate amon^
farmer cattle feedlots, there is a irarked trend toward winter, full feed
and strictly full feeding as size of farm feedlot3 approaches that of
commercial feedlots.
Careful analysis indicates, however, a3 feeding enterprises
specialise and expand capacity, they tend to become competitive with the
farming operation. That is, the need of an outlet for low demand fa:
products has been surpassed to the point that, a majority of feed fed
must be purchased from outside sources. At this point due tc transporta-
tion costs, availability, quality, etc. it may be sore economical tc full
feed continuously than to use other types of feeding operations.
A growing awareness that commercial fertilizers are net a complete
substitute for organic fertilizers may increase the value of barnyarg
manure. If there proves to be a sufficient difference between fertilizers,
farmers with a feeding operation may find they have another by-product
which will add to their present income without any significant increase in
7
costs
•
7Ibid.. p. 14
Wuhrman, p. 73.
-pose
The purpose of this report is to determine the economies or dis-
economies of scale associated with varied levels of cattle feeding and
at varied percentages of any given level. It is designed to assist those
already in the cattle feeding business and those be^inninc for the first
time.
For those already feeding cattle the study i3 designed as a L~ui&a
to future expansion programs. To the becinner it stresses 3ize of operation
and investment costs. For example, not all machinery and equipment purchased
need be new. (jhe survey indicated clearly that existing feedlot operators
Quite often purchase second hand equipment or co in partnership on more
expensive iteias*)
This study attempts to present some broad concepts of the farmer
cattle feeding industry as it exists in Kansas today. It is an expressed
desire that these concepts ml^ht assist (as guide lines) in the reorgan-
ization or commencement of feedlot operations.
ffi
Five farm management field men, representing the state of Kansas,
were contacted to supply Information on the various sized cattle feedlots
in their area. Thus, a listing cf cattle feedlots within the Kansas farm
management organization was secured. This list was then stratified into
five serrate groups, 1-75, 76-150 # I5I-3OO, 3OI-6OO and 6OI-I25O head, respec-
tively. The fce-ilot3 within each croup were then placed to, ether and a
proportional randen sample drawn, which dictated use of proportional strat-
ified random sampling for statistical analyses.
Owners of the feedlots in each sample were contacted for personal
interviews during the summer of lf&« A major proporticn of the information
obtained was for the year MNKLj with some from the be^inninc of operation.
Feedlots were distributed throughout the state, following no set pattern,
as jjhotm in Figure 1.
•* For purposes of this stuy samples taken were assumed to be repre-
sentative of farmer cattle feedlots within Kansas. If this assumption is
true, inferences may be made about all Kansas farmer cattle feedlots. As
stated earlier, farmer cattle feedlots were defined as lots where the cattle
are wholly owned by the operator, \mcnc the sample farms a major porportion
of the feed fed was raised on the same premises. This study was limited to
herd sizes ranf-in; up to 1250 head.
Five hypothetical model feedlots were constructed from the five
roups above. A 3iaple average was taken of each croup, i.e. (151 3^0)
rt" 225, and classified as hypothetical Models I through V. The designed
capacities are U0, U5, 225, *50, and 925 head, respectively. Some rounding
error is evident as models were computed to the nearest multiple of five.
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Capacity of a feedlot nay be aefined numerous ways. Kin^ ben
defined capacity by using the area of feeding pens and the output of feed
mills . This could have been broken down with either pen areas or mill
output determining capacity of the feedlot. However, the survey used
for this study found no evidence of feed mills and pen areas were not
measured.
VCapacity therefore, throughout this study, implies the normal
number of cattle a feedlot will hold at any given time. Normal, in this
case, has been estlisted by the feedlot operators themselves.
The five hypothetical model feedlots were used to determine cost
3
of operation at different levels of production and at various percentages
of any given level. A synthetic or budget approach was used in conjunc-
tion with survey information to determine the nachinery, equipment and
building set up for each model.9 Variable and fixed costs items were
defined through the survey questionnaires. Costs for the items were com-
piled from a variety of sources and compared to obtain a logical estimate.
These sources included; survey questionaires, farm management specialists
,
agricultural engineering specialists, agricultural economists, dealers,
insurance agents, county clerks, and farmers. Jome models at various times
had items added or deleted which were not characteristic of the survey
information. In any case where this has happened information has been
%or a aiscription of the budgetary approach, see t« In Baum,
J. B« Faris and G. H. Walkup, Economies of Scale in the Operation of Fryer
Processing Plants with Special Reference to Washington. Washington Agricul-
tural Experiment Station Technical Bulletin Ho. 7 (Pullaan, 1952), p. k.
R. C. Brassier, Jr., Economies of Scale %n the Operation oi
Country Milk Plants...vftth Special Reference to New England, Hew England
Research Council in cooperation with New Lngland experiment Stations and
the U.3.D.A. (Boston, tiass., 19**2)
.
11
supplied as tc vhy,
Revlev of Literature
This report utilises economies of scale as a tool to measure the
most profitable size operation for cattle feedlots under study. Ecoaoolea
of scale herein refer to cost economics or cost diseconomies, i.e., "the
phenomena which cause unit costs to . ccreasc or increase as 3ize of the
plant (number of technical units) and output are cxpe::: .
"Cost economies or enemies may fct either internal HP "^•eternal
to the individual producing unit. They may also be of a monetary nature
or of a physical mtoUm* Internal economies are those brought about by
adjustments within an individual business."11 Juch economies arc realized
irrespective of the industry. For example, by 111 til trig the number of
head per feedlot and feeding vith already existing equipment, per unit
costs have been ptAtott an-, internal cconomiea realic
External economies are those c - MHjM about by the industry as a
whole. ..fter a sufficient time, allovlng for adjustments in tte factor
producing industry, external economies may be realized by the individual
producing unit3. Should industry begin demanding 30me item previously
demanded by only a few individual firms, cost of producing this item oay
be lowered and pa33ad on as a savings to industry and ultimately to the
individual firms.12 In this study, internal physical economies of scale
(cost economies) were of primary significance
.
Mar.;. original and enlightening pieces of work have been written
^PEarl 0. Heady, Economic of Agricultural Production and Resource
Use (Englewocd Cliff3, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, In?., I?f0) , p. 3^1.
UIbid .. pp. 361- .
^Ibid.. p. 3^1.
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on economies of scale, of which l :.lovinw are taken as representative.
In 19^2, Bresslerl3 set out to determine the effects of scale of
operation on unit costs of country milk plants. He hypothesized that an
increase in size of operation would produce economies of scale for these
small plants. Also, these economies will finally dissipate or be offset
by diseconomies in the 3hortrun for an individual plant. From the analysis
presented in his bulletin, it is apparent that definite economies of scale
exist in the operation of country milk plants. The specific level of any
economy curve, for a given location, depends on two thines:
1) The seasonal variation in production.
2) The particular cost rates applicable to the locality.
The average curve will, in most cases, give an adequate answer.
Mr. Bressler concludes, by eliminating duplication and uneconomical plants,
costs could be reduced. This reduction in costs could then be disposed of
three ways: (1) increased income for producers, (2) passed on as a saving
to the consumer or (3) a combination of the two.
In 1952 , Baues, Faris and Walkup conducted a 3tudy on five poultry
fryer processing plants within Washiriirton to determine efficiencies of
different size operations. They constructed five hypothetical plants to
use as comparison models • From these they were able to determine econonies
associated with plants operation at 100, 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, and kQ per cent
of plant capacity. They concluded that higher processing costs were
experienced aa plant utilization was decreased from 100 per cent. As all
levels of output larce ; lants were TomA to have lower average unit cost
dressier, pp. 1-92.
arl?» and Walkup, pp. 1-33
•
than 3mall plants. When plants vere operating at lesa than full capacity,
costs of processing increase more for small plants than for large plants.
Finally they listed five points to consider before constructing a proc-
essing plant or remodeling existing facilities:
1) A study of the presi'.nt and future potential for fryer produc-
tion in the ly area swrouadin the plant location and fros
competing areas.
?.) A careful ffeftty **& estimate of the present and potential
nearby markets for frozen and fresh cut-up fryers.
3) The economies that are associated vith scale, i.e., plants
of various 3izes operating efficiently at 100 per cent capacity.
h) Aver? ' t cost of procssslBl fryirs for a given size
plant at various levels of plant utilization.
Average unit cost of procf a given volume In varic 1
sized plants .*5
It was Generalized that a large plant operatinr at TO or even 60
per cent of capacity vould have lover per unit cost than a smaller plant
operating at 100 per cent. The larger plant vas designed tc operate at
100 per cent of capacity in the near future to keep up vith predicted
market expansion.
In 195^ , Baum, Riley and Weekslf-* set out to determine three objec-
tives:
1) The extent of variation in costs per hundred-vei.jht of
receivinr milk associated vith varying levels of utilization
expressed as percentages of plant capacity.
2) The extert of variation la ?ost3 per hundred-vei | ht of
receivinr; nilk among different plant sizes each vith 3ir:ilar
levels of capacity utilization.
3) The comparative receiving costs per hundred-velght of milk
for bulk receiving operations and can receiving operations.1 '
In their analyses, they concluded that costs increased as
x5lbid . t p. ii.
16>. L. Baum, E. R. Eiley and E. E. Vseka, Scoaomlcs of icale In
frhe Operation of Can and Tank Milk Receiving Rook3 vith :-r*scial Reference
to Western Washing ;ton, Washington ALricultural Jlxperiment Jtation Technical
Bulletin No. H 'Pullman, 195 5*) , ?P- 1-52.
^Ibid., p. 3-
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utilization of plant capacity ased. They pointed cut, however, that
increases in per unit coats were much rcater for snail plants than for
Iftlft plants. Looking at this In reverse, i.e., as pluntj increase utili-
zation tewaru economic optimum, small plants will experience a greater
decrease in per unit cost3 than lar^e plants. Therefore, conclusions drawn
from this analyses o&y be misleading unless total absolute costs are also
stuaied. Nevertheless, they determined that as plants approach their
economic optimum, both lar^e and snail plants experienced cost economies.
For the second objective, it was demonstrated as plants increase
their volume and operate at the same level of capacity economies of scale
do exist. Those plants classified as larger were able, in inany cases, to
more fully utilize existing plant facilities and to purchase automatic
equipment economically, therefore, they could speed up operation and increase
efficiency.
Bulk receiving operations were analyzed as having appreciably lover
average total unit costs relative to can receiving operations. This resulted
from:
1) Greater utilization of equipment in bulk receiving operations.
2) ^ume of th* function* of can receivinc operations not carried
over in the bulk receiving operation.
3) i-Ulk brought to the plant at lower temperatures resulting in
lower refrigeration costs.
2*tiv*lj less fuel necessary in the bulk uilY. receivi
operation for comparable volumes of milk received.1^
In 1953, French, Jammet and Bressler15 analyzed the pear packing
industry of California to determine if any economies of scale existed. This
was done for different size plants and for least cost combinations of methods
qq,.. th 53.
..... C. French, !,• L. .ameoet and R . G. Breasler, Economies of 3cale
in
,
Pear Packing, California Agricultural Experiment 3tatlon Mimeographed
Keport Ho", lijl (i^avij, 1955) # PP» 1-33*
or technologies in plants operating at a given capacity. This study was
designed to improve marketing methods, practices and facilities to reduce
the spread between producer and consumer. The conclusions extracted
implied economies vere possible with increases in scale of operation.
However, at some point on the long-run cost curve, ui3economies occur and
the long-run curve begins to turn upward.
Surpassing peak capacity of management appeared to be one possible
cause of diseconomies within firms. The study disclosed one major area
within pear packing plants where economies prevailed, in uouble-shift
operations
.
The final conclusion pointed out pear packing plants in California,
for the most part, had achieved a relatively high degree of efficiency and
possible adjustments leading to further cost reductions existed in only two
places:
1) election of efficient technologies which would bring costs
in individual plants down to the level of the planning cost curve and
2) movement along the curve In terms of both Increased hours of oper-
ation per season and larger, and consequently fewer, plants.20
In 1959, Wuhrman, attempted to analyze the position of commercial
cattle feedlots in Kansas and predict their place in the cattle feeding
industry of the future. Although this was not technically an economies of
scale study Viuhrman did list economies of scale as one of the possible
benefiting factors in future expansion of commercial cattle feeding. A
commercial cattle feedlot was defined as a lot where cattle were owned,
in part at least, by outside parties and thus fed on a contract basis. He
inferred advantages do exist for commercial lots in the form of increased
20lbld .. p. 32.
21«uhrman, pp. 1-136.
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distribution of risk and financial investment. As a result of this and
other advantages, the number of commercial feedlots, in Kansas, had multi-
plied by more than five times, to a total of sixteen lots from 19M3-1957.
The outcome of this growth in commercial feedlots increased, from 5.2 per
cent to 37.9 per cent, their portion of all cattle fed in Kansas for the
nine-year period. Wuhrman predicted an increase of commercial cattle feed-
lota in the future. Stimulating factors such as increased locally produced
feed grains, a readily accessible supply of feeder cattle, the economies
derived from scale operations and an increasing population demanding more
beef, to only cite a few, will tend to result in further expansion of the
commercial cattle feeding industry of Kansas, he said.
In 1962, King22 conducted a study to determine: (1) "how nonfeed
costs vary depending on utilization of a given sized feedlot and (2) how
costs vary as size or capacity of the feedlot varies. "23 He was primarily
concerned with large commercial feedlots (1000 head and above), as 96 per
cent of the cattle fed in California as of October 1, 1961* vere in such
lots. This study, along with others done by Mr. King, was designed to aid
established feedlot operators in future expansion programs and beginners
in the building of new feeding establishments. Mr. King used five hypo-
thetical models with lasignated capacities of 3,750* 7,520, 11,278, 15,038
and 22,5o0 head respectively. From these he was able to determine cost
advantages associated with scale of operation and those associated with
various levels of utilization for a given plant. He concluded that larger
feedlots are Justified by the economies of scale of feedlot operations but
^Klng, pp. 1-50.
25lb£d., p. 3.
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to attain complete economic optimum, plants must be operated at 100 per
cent of capacity. King backed his conclusions with evidence Lathered by
John A. Hopkin that average daily nonfeed coats per animal day decline
substantially as the aiae of the feedlot increases from a level of 1000 head
Oh
par year to a level of 50,000
.
tfH
2 uohn A. Hopkin, Economies of Size in the Cattle Feeding Industry
of California', Journal of Farm Economics. Vol. HO, No. 2 (May, 1956)
,
pp. Ul7-te9.
II CAPITAL HWE5TME3!T5
Capital investment costs were divided into four major catteries:
(1) silat e, £rain and hay storage, (2) machinery and buildings, (3) feed
yarS and (k) feeding and miscellaneous equipment. Cue to widespread diver-
sification exhibited among the five lots, no single category was outstanding.
However, it was apparent that silage, grain and hay storage facilities vcre
always at the top or near the top as a major investment group (see Tabic 2) ,
TABUS 2
imTJTMEiir C03TU foe moeel feedlots*
resigned Capacity, in Number of Head
Item : kO 115 225 ^50 925
(dollars)
Jilage, grain and hay storage I65O 2H00 kkr? 7505 11993
Machinery and building 1500 2650 3250 **250 9050
Feed yard 600 1100 1800 5300 13100
Feeding and miscellaneous
equipment 1600 2300 3^75 MflP 7**00
Total investment 5350 8U5O 129^2 22005 ^5^3
Investment per head capacity I3U 73 58 ^9 *5
*For a more complete discription of investment costs, see Tables
26, 27* 20, 29 and 30 in Appendix(A).
Total capital investment costs (Y), as estimated on the survey
20
schedules, were plotted a<ain3t capacity of the feedlots, a* given on the
schedules, and a linear trend line fitted to the resulting data. This
linear relationship gave a correlation coefficient of R m .937^27 and its
"goodness of fit" was accepted as adaquate. Total capital investment coats
in this study were, therefore, computed from sample farm lata by the use of
simple regression analysis. An equation of tn^ form T » a - bX was used;
where (Y) equals total capital investment for any tUven feedlot, (a) equals
3705 • 573 or the (y) intercept, (to) equals 39-69^ or the slope of the regres-
sion line and (X) equals normal capacity of any given feedlot. A standard
error of 4651.25 compared to a mean of 20384.62 was computed for the equation
and a standard deviation of 3.01 was computed for (b). This equation
(Y =» 3705-573 + 39 .694X) 1 was uaed to determine total investment requirements
for each of five hypothetical feedlots.
Investment costs for the five hypothetical feedlots, as shown in
Table 2, range from $134 per head for the smallest to $45 per head for the
largest.
Total investment costs for each hypothetical feedlot vero thon
broken down to costs of individual items within the feedlots. For compari-
son, a similar analysis of individual Items with necessary adjustments to
conform with total costs was preformed. Both analyses px-oduced similar
results. Information obtained from survey scheduler, manufacturers, dealer*
ana Kansas State University agricultural specialists «a* uaed to determine
specific item costs.
^Through consultation with Kansas Jtate Uuivex-sity agricultural
specialist a feed tank, which did iwt appear on the interview schedules,
was added to equipment in models III, IV, and V. Therefore, total investment
costs for these models will be reater (^reater toy the fixed amount of each
feed tank added) than the regression equation will compute.
Capital investment cost* in this study were lover than those in
many similar studies.2 3ome reasons for this difference are:
1) This study reflects actual costs of the item whether purchased
new or second hand in 1961, 1931 » or any other date. Other studies tend to
use new equipment only or adjust existing equipment to new prices.
2) £any studies imply considerably more automation than was found
on feedlots whose operators were interviewed during this study.
3) High cost items, such as cattle sheds, are present in other
MpWtet Insistence of such items was found laciiin^ on a majority of Kansas
feedlots. Neither were there plans to acquire them*
k) Partnerships on some items of large expense was observed on
lots vl3ited. This factor was seldom considered in other similar studies.
It was for these reasons an attempt was made through use of person-
al interviews to duplicate, as near as possible, actual situations as they
existed in l?.l, on Kansas farms. Many studies do not reflect true coats
of firms already in business, therefore, this study was designed to give
an accurate account of actual Investment costs for the industry already in
operation
.
The feed yard does not include a cost for land itself. The wide
variety of locations used for feedlots made an accurate cost figure impos-
sible. '\lso many different size feedlots were founa for the same number
of cattle. This was due in part to location on the farm, quality of the
feedlot, location in the state and type of feeding done.
A general consensus of the situation, however, is that as capacity
2James E. 3haron, 'Ten C 's for Farm Feedlot Expansion", Doane's
Business Magazine for American Agricultural. March, 1963, PP. *-T«
"Guidelines for Beef Feeding", Successful Farming . July, 1963*
p. 2UF.
of a feed lot incraeu33, the number of square feet allotted per head uecreases
slifhtly. However,, this decrease lasta only until minimum requirement* are
reached* As capacity increases, atesolvfca cost per acre incrsases also.
Reasons for the above two changes are: (l) better location on the farm
and (2) more improvements in the lot itself. These improved situation*
have been deeded c,ooa economical practices
.
lags. Grain and Hay storage
Cost of feed storage was highest or second highest for all models*
Had information given by Wilton Thomas, agricultural farm management spe-
cialist, Kansas itato University,^ been followed completely, feeu storage
coats for the four models using upright silos would have been the highest
cost group (Appendix A). Mr. Thomas stated that owning and operating
silage cutters for feedlots feeding under 200 tens of silage per year will
produce diseconomies*
Taking this into consideration Model 11, feeding under 200 tons of
silage per year, would omit a $750 field cutter from its machinery ana
buildiru category leaving feed storage the highest coat group within the
model. However, this field cutter was left in as a cost component of the
second model.
Feed storage facilities consisted of an assorted array of different
structures. Xn general, silage facilities were composed of both an upri.-jht
silo and a trench silo. Only on very hijh capacity feedlots were upright
silos mlssln-. These feedlots, who border on the large or commercial lots
in Kansas, tend to follow many practices found in commercial feedlots of
^Interview with Kansas State University farm nEjageceBt specialist,
July 16, 1963*
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Kansas, one ol which is the almost total use oi trench or bunker silos.
Jtudies have indicated hunker or trench silos fcith capacities for 1000 tons
ana over can be built for as littlt as mm half the cost of comparable con-
crete stave silos with unloaders.*1'
tit of the lcwsr capacity le-ea-lots , especially the lowest, tend
to feed fro;., upright silos. Many of these lots also have a trench silo
built at very low cost for excess silage that may be produced by a bumper
crop year.
In this study cattle feeders indicates, on the whole, that silage
was fed from the upright silo manually. Here again, Kansas State farm
management specialists, 5 feel economies can be gained, once a feeder is
ffrtitlg above tJO tons of silage, by adding a silo unloacer. But, as statea
before, in tryin^ to present the situation of the farmer cattle feeding
industry as revealed by this study actual data were U3ea.
Kansas itate University Agricultural Engineering Department, con-
ducted a study on mechanical silo unloaders. Conclusions drawn from this
study were:
1) Cost per head per day for animals receiving 30 pounci3 of silage
was 0.3 cent for hand feadln« methods and from 0.6 to 3.6 cents for
Mechanically unloading, silage.
2) Mechanical unloaders replace many disagreeable chores In silage
feeding »3 well as assisting in the over-all mechanization of forage
handling
.
3) Vith un3.c?ners lar^e silos of 2k to 30 foot diameters can be
constructed. Hand feeding methods from these large 3llos are almost
impossible.
Kansas State University Extension Release, "Compcrisen of invest-
ment Costs and Annual Costs of 3 Different Type 3iloe
n
, Prepared by Wilton
Thomas (Manhattan, 1963), p. 1.
'interview with Hum "Jniversity fare: management specialist,
July 16, 1963*
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4) Most farmers vith alio unloaders said they would never do with-
out one ajaiu.°
Total tonnage foe, ranged Irou 65 tons in the louc»3t capacity moael
to 1457 tons in the highest capacity luodel. Feeding requirements, used to
compute al*e of storage facilities for the five models , were obtained from
Ir. i« Richaruawn, Kansas itate University Animal Husbandry Department
.
f
Given a yearling aniual vei£;.hing "00 pounds with a potential to ^rend
choice and a lull feedinc; period of 1^0 days an average caily ration for
the 1^0 days was considered to consist of 21 pounds sorghum silage, 1.1.
pounds auppleiuent, 21 pounds grain and 4 pounds prairie hay* Assuming 3
pounds ol silage equal to 1 pound air dry feed this would gift a total
average uaiiy consumption of 33*5 pounds air dry feed.
Using this ration and the designed capacities of the five model
fecdlotij figures were computed for total bushels of fcrain fed, tons of
silage fed and tons of hay fed per year. These were then used to derive
a suitable estimate of storage space for the different feeds. Estimated
storage space and data collected on the survey were used to confina the
calculated requirements • Low capacity feed lots tend to nave more sling*
facilities than actually needed wiule those at 225 head capacity and up
had only sufficient space to &eet reuuireiaents
.
Trench siio3 :*re not to be courused with bunker siioa. The for. c-r,
in most casea, is simply a trench du^ into the ground with, in some instan-
ces, concrete, railrcad ties or socks other inexpensive bcttca. 8N latter
are :.iore elaborate* always have a bo-Ltow, usually 01* concrete, and *n ^st
Vartin Reciter, Lecnanical A±o unloaaers * Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station Bulletin TfoT kli^Manhattan, 1959)viP- V?-34.
^Interview with Kansas State University animal husbandry professor,
April 10, 1*53.
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cases concrete staea. linker silos are more costly,, by a considerable
warJLa, tnan trenail silos and are to-be found usually in the higher capac-
ity feedlots and large oomnierciai foofllfltft
-a.ln storage, as silage storage, was found on eli oiBe operations.
However, as the capacity oi the feedloi hUTi^iwij 100 per cent atoit
.:acilities decreased, ior eacataple the lowest capacity >aouel ban 100 per
cent storage for grain fed darin*, the feeding period whereas the airiest
capacity model only has (rain storage facilities for approximately one half
the grain consumed during the feeding period.
Quantity of rain fed per year ranged fro® 2,100 bushels to
46,563 bushels. Value of storage facilities ranged from $750 for the
lowest capacity model to $7*500 for the highest capacity aodel. These
low cost storage figures, especially in the smaller models reflect costs
of wooden cranariGs, boxcar pflflMittj surplus government bull Li\ ; used
for granaries, etc. Many storage facilities were in old buildings, still
very sound out built at a very low price compared with today's standaraa.
Were someone to begin a cattle feeding operation MtQTj it nigiit otill bo
possible to purchase land with more than adaquate storage apace within
existing farm fcttilaiBgdN With little flint placed, on ouch builcin .3, low
X L.rain storage facilities am acquired.
As size of Hi operation increases, coats per bushel appear to
increase, then taper off. Beacons for this WKf be that now stora: I -:cil-
ities are built to accoDodate increased voIuhk; and inexpensive existing
facilities finally wear otit and BKttt be replaced by higher priced unitj
.
However, co*S fin'res eiven here seen reasonable compared with coats
supplied by Leo Wendlin^,, Kansas State University agricultural engineering
specialist. Mr. \>r II115 suete If of t .25 t. . per bu. or
facilities over 1?50 bushels and |«$JH .**0 per bushel for facilities
under i250 bushels . It is only v l]p b comparing these costs with other
studies done on similar notarial that they appear low.
9
"13 reasons for this could he that other studies incl\i<ie auccr
equipment, self-feed in equipment or other »ore expensive Item do not
cite them, but choose inntead to treat then as part of the unit.
,t ff i-ain IfcttMJI r^ciliti'.:. m feMi MJWt U»t*INBI tt~
automatic equipment. They induce only those .orte requirea for atora
3 pace of train. Costs of automatic equipment, such as augers, are present-
ed under feedin. Mi miscellaneous equipment. Reason for tola is t^at 3ome
feedlots, especially lower capacity lots, nove j^rain entirely by hand, there-
fore, to present accurate comparisons between lots automatic equipment had
to be • separate iteai.
Hay sheds were usea in three ox the live models, survey question-
naires for the two smallest models revealed no hay storage iaciLitics, at
least none which operators charted to their cattls feeding pro^ras. .ay
consuned ranted from Ik- tons in the similest ocacl tc 2T(S tons in the
largest model.
Msr. i-Tal ability of the lowest capacity feedlots was apparent.
For example, no itora.-s'e was provided lor hay and in MM cases hay was
stacked loose with cattle allowed to feed on the stack or it was ban- led
« Kansas »tate University agricultural en
apecialist, Anril 10, 1963.
>Kint;, ?. 1^.
Jay .wa-.^on er'*. B. J. Bovd. SttJJPte - Cost c in,
*aklroa Counts . Wasbi.n;:tc:i
.
1 .. . a Agricultural Sxperiiieat Station
Circular F . (?ullmn, 1? f) t p. .
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fron: the Hack. Coati far thsae snallor lota were prohibited both Tor
construction of 3torage facilities an -1 purchase of a.' - I
equipwcrrt. That raeans that aost of th'^5r vora is (lone xaanually. However,
•9 capacity of lot3 increased, hay ttemge facilities were cosstr
i-.ity of hay consumed becoaea sufficiently lar , I | for ator-
a. t facilities to protect a*«.inst ttaaage or loss rroz spoHace was realized,
so their costs mat be char-fd tfl .-attic feeding enterprico.
Fee.;, tanks in this atuuy apply to storage Ulna for suppleisent •
itrpoass of this re;- 1 tarf-.a wore a3t;uraec to be equipped with
augers and ladders
.
MlJI'Hy of feecdot3 studied baa no feed, tanks listed on their
survey schedules. However, Wilton Thoiaas-^ and Leo Vendlinr> 1 1 —II I nl ail
including tanks in the three larcer rncdels . ^stiaated costs for the tanks
were arrived at affctf consultation with Mr. Wendlin^. Tenia, like hay
storage, seeoad to be unwarranted in the two low capacity models.
The three larger models use 2$, pi and 10>" tons of supplement per
feeding period. Faed tanks with de.. ..ltiea of k.3, 7o &ad 1^.4
tons, respectively, are used in the three models. That i^, a supplement
supply is maintained for 2.5 to 3 weeks with the respective feed tanks.
Feed tanks for Models III, IV and V were valued at |ilt# v^55 an- 4^93,
respectively.
Machine ly 111 Bulla lags
A3 itate University farm aaaa^enent specialist,
July I -, l| >3.
Ulntervlew wit -versity agricultural engineerlnc
specialist, July 17, Ifo-
c'...
The only building , outside of feed storace facilities , used in the
five models was a machine shed. As all feedlots contacted were part of a
farming program machine sheds vera Included on a large majority of the
interview schedules*
A sizable portion of the total complement of machinery was used,
at least part time, for the cattle feeding operation* This was the major
excuse feedlot operators used to allocate a portion of the machine sheds
total cost to the cattle feeding program. As would be expected this abso-
lute total portion increased as the cattle feeding operation increased,
however, per unit cost decreased.
Machinery for the five models increased to some extent, in both
size and value, as capacity increased. Machinery for the lowest capacity
feedlot (ho head) consists of a tractor, manure spreader and roller^
crimper. Valuation of machinery allocated to this model was $1,350. This
was compared with the lar. eat capacity feedlot (925 head) which has a
machinery complement consisting of approximately two tractors, a silage
cutter and a roller-crimper. Valuation for this complement of machinery
was $6,050. The cattle feeding operation was charged only with that pc
centage of the unit actually used in the feeding program. An increase in
machinery size was quite apparent from the above cost figures. Quantity
and type of machinery used ha3 experienced very little change but costs
have risen by $6,700 in moving from the smallest to the largest model.
However, part of this cost Increase may be accounted for as capacity of
the feedlot expands machinery was used for longer and longer periods of
time in the feeding operation, therefore, a greater and greater an
of total costs must be charged to cattle.
For example, in the kO head model approximately 20 per cent of the
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tractors original cost was allocated to the feeding program, with the other
80 -~nt going to the farming operation. Repairs, upkeep, depreciation,
etc. vere assigned in this sane manner. Allocated value of the tractor or
tractors ranged from $750 to $5,000 respectively for the five models.
A manure spreader was used on the first four models. Those operators
interviewed were unanimous in their use of manure 3preaders. Spreaders and
front end tractor loaders were designated the most efficient and economical
combination available to keep feedlots clean. Valuation of spreaders varied
little among the four models, ranging from $300 to $U0Q.
Due to the increased realization that commercial fertilisers may
not provide all soil needs, expanded use of organic material, mainly in the
form of manure, may be seen in the near future.12 Although feeders were
reluctant to place any real value on the manure, tending to offset returns
from it by costs involved in its distribution, they continually er.phasisad
the U3e of manure.
The largest capacity feedlot, due to its excessive amount and
method of handling manure, did not utilize a manure spreader. Within this
size feedlot manure was usually mounded up in some portion of the individual
pens and utilized as a dry standing or loafing area by the cattle. This
reduces considerably the number of times lots must be cleaned each year.
Usually one or two cleanings will suffice. The actual number will depend
on the number of times total capacity was turned each year. At time of
cleaning tractors with front end loaders, scoop manure onto trucks or
equipped with hydrolic lifts and it is hauled to fields and spread. This
process usually takes place at the and of a feeding cycle when ec.ui£oent
l2CaUfornia, Bank of America, Cattle Feeding in California, by
John A. Hopkin (San Francisco, 1957)* P» i^»
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and labor are least busy.
Grain grinding equipment ranged from roller-crimpers to ordinary
grinders with a decided majority of the feedlots using roller-crimpers.
Therefore, all five hypothetical models were equipped with roller-crimpers.
There was some speculation on whether economies might exist for the
larger capacity lots to purchase their grain from outside sources already
ground. However, general consensus was, with partial grain storage and a
tractor already committed it would be more economical to purchase and use
a grinder for this portion of heme grown grain than to hire it ground.
Therefore, continued use of the grinder on grain purchased from outside
sources would lengthen its period of use per year and spread costs over
more bushels.
Estimated values ranged from $300 to $800. Some reasons for the
rapid increase in costs were:
(1) New machines were purchased in the larger capacity lots
compared to used machines in the lower capacity lots.
(2) There was some difference in size of roller-crimpers, larger
sizes leading to higher costs. The larger grinders naturally being used by
bigger feedlots.
Silage cut Its were found in the four largest feedlots. Values
varied from $750 to $2,250 respectively. Reasons for this rapid advance
in costs may be the effect of; (l) new machines versus used machines, (2)
larger capacity machines, such as one row, two row, without motor, with
motor, etc. and (3) partnership purchases of machines.
Small feedlots tend to purchase second han', small capacity machines*
Some even reduce costs further by buying on a partnership >esis with one or
more neibbbors. This was contrasted with larger operations where quantity
of silage needed renders the sole ownership of larger capacity machines
economical. Also, due to volumne of use, new machines were more profitable
both from the standpoint of repairs and depreciation.
According to Wilton Thomas, farm management specialist, Kansas State
University, -> diseconomies would result from the complete ownership and
operation of silage cutters in the two lowest capacity models. However,
through the use of partnerships, ownership and operation of silage cutters
were Justified economically in this report. Through the survey, it was
decided those feedlots at the lowest capacity level hired their silage
harvested while those at the second level owned and operated silage cutters
on a partnership basis. The third, fourth and fifth levels can economically
justify complete ownership and operation of field cutters.
The fact should not be overlooked, however, that diseconomies may
result for a lower capacity lot if in hiring its silage cut a custom cutter
was not available at the time feed was normally ready for siloing. For
this and other reasons each individual feedlot must weigh all the possi-
bilities confronting it before making any decisions.
Peed Yard
Included in all feed yards of the five hypothetical models were
bunks, fence, cattle chutes, oilers, windbreaks and water facilities. Fence
line bunks were substituted for feed bunks in the larger capacity models
and concrete aprons were built in conduction with them.
^Interview with Kansas State University farm management specialist,
July 15, 19^3.
Total cojt of the feed yard ranges from the least cost capital
Investment group in Model I to the highest cost capital investment ^roup
in Model V. Thij can beat be explained by comparing leveLi of specializa-
tion between individual models.
fc^-l* i, -x an.. HI u.'^ ali-c^t entirely WQftmMlMg -<-t:. Mn
farming organization. This relationship usually serves to create a role
of secondary enterprise for the cattle feeding operation. Cattle vere
nmintained on the farm only as a secondary income. Under this assumption
farmers have a tendency to "make do with existing facilities and equipment.
They feel it would be detrimental to have a high investment cost in equip-
ment that could not be used for any other purpose except cattle fee.-/: .
Old Items were repaired rather than replaced. Much of the operation waa
done manually rather than with automation. In time of crises the feeding
operation was cut back first.
Personal interviews ana m naj questionnaires serve as evidence in
support of the above situation. Farmers classed in Models I, II and III,
for the most part, had average or better than average machinery and equip-
ment for their farming operation. Where machinery and equipment was used
in feeding cattle as well as in farming then the cattle operation also had
average or better equipment. However, elaborate feeding pens, expensive
fence lin bunks, concrete aprons and other items utilized only hf cattle
were bJmcst totally nonexistent in tJere three sizes.
Contrary to this were Models IV and V which have be, un to specialize
in cattle feeding to a much greater degree. The feeding operation was no
longer entirely complementary to farmine, ifl iact it may be MgatlHv^*
It was observed in Model V that only one-half of the grain fad was stored
on the farm, indicating the other one-half must be purchased from some out-
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side source. This would imply the feeding operation is becoming a separate
entity, therefore, it may be economical to purchase automatic, permanent
equipment useu only in the feeding enterprise. Management decisions are
now made with improvement of the feeding enterprise the operators prlnary
goal.
High capacity feedlots in this study border on the edge of commer-
cial feedlots where the greatest single investment was the fead yard. Cost
of the feed yard, for commercial lots, continues to increase as capacity
increases
.
Investments in feed yards for the five models were $600, $1,100,
', l,SOC, v 5,800 and $13,100, respectively. Investment in the feed yard was
the i '.est cost group for Models I, II and III. The feed yard was second
hi-h category for Model IV and hi^h for Model V. As stated earlier, cost
of land within the feedlots was not included* However, it should be pointed
out again, as capacity expands ii^^rovements on the feedlot were made,
location of the lot becomes more important ana valuation of the land increases.
Continued use of wooden feed bunks was the practice of Models I and
II. Model III was in a transition period. When already existing equipment,
such as fead bunks, were worn out they will be replaced with mora modern
fence line bunks. The two largest feedlots, due to their sise, improved
management practices auu ability to spread costs of more expensive items
over a greater number of units have already adopteu fence line bunks and
concrete aprons.
Perhaps it should be pointed out, if fence line bunks were superior
to ordinary feed bunks, this study could find no serious reasons xur not
^*King p. U.
3*
placing wooden bunks in a lino end to end and temporarily us in then as
feii M bunks. This practice- could be followed until full use baa bean
extracted from the vooden feed bunks at which tine they ..ay be replaced by
more modern fence line bunko. Although this seems to be a reasonable
possibility no evidence of it was found*
There were as many different typos of fences being used as there
are types of fencing material to be found. Fences ranged from simple barb-
wire around a timber area being used for a feedlot to the most elaborate'
modern day set-up utilizing especially preparer aluminium panels to form
individual pens within the feedlot. In general, however, steel pc^t,
usually pipe, to/. ether with cable or sucker rod were used to fence in the
feedlQt« This was especially true of those feedlots confined to smaller
areas and in good permanent locations. Improved fencing techniques Hfe4
to follow expansions in capacity, with larger lot3 building the moot
permanent type fence.
Windbreaks were exhibited on a majority of feedlots interviewed*
In most cases they were composed of trees either in the form of natural
shelter belt3 or can-made. Cnly on very few lots were there any indication
cf more expensive type constructions and these few were so scattered a
general trend could not be drawn. The nominal cost with which shelter
belts may be established was probably the primary reason for their inclusion
on most farms.
Every farmer cattle feedlot sampled, displayed a cattle chute.
These were, in general, about equal in cost from the smallest to the largest
feedlot, ranging from $100 to |tM respectively.
Oilers or cattle rubs, for the most part, were relatively new i1
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on xaoat fee 'ith all lots usin^ then. Approximately one oiler to
flft; of cattle was the ratio followed. Oilers were valued, on the
average, of $50 eac.b. Cattl- feeders pointed out oiler3 were helpful in
.tine cattle from rubbing on fences and tearing them down as well as
their designed role of cattle ^rub and fly control.
Many different types of water facilities were found. They ranged
from natural creeks to completely man made automatic waters. As a rule,
however, watering systems were wells equipped with electric pumps supplying
sons type of tank or trough with water.
In the seller capacity models one well was used for the complete
fans, i.e., cattle, household and other livestock housed around the farm
builcinGS. A3 capacity increases separate units were established for the
cattle feeding enterprise. Partial uue of one water facility to complete
use as capacity increases was one of the major factors contributing to the
rapid increase of costs which r*J3 'rota $150 to $2,500. AI30 soae indi-
cation of automatic waters were found in the larger lots. Another heavy
contributor tc costs.
Feeding, and Miscellaneous Equipment
Feeding equipment in this category consists of; pickup, tn
truck power box, wm^on power box and wagon. Miscellaneous equipment
includes all those items falling in the miscellaneous category; loader
tractor, portable au^-er, portable elevator and cattle spray equipment. In
analysing costs of this category over the five models, it was found to be
very erratic. Presuraably this was due, at least in the larger ty
feedlot3, to lumpy inputs of equipment, such as a truck power box, which
must be charged 100 per cent to the feeding enterprise. As capacity of the
lot increased coots at atteaUan < id feeding equipment Increased at a
eraaalafl arte tabll bha? nai - rt groag - ' Jor
categories. This was accounted for bj .. 'in^ cost of these ] LaBWta
99*9 —M and :.:rc units, thus proaucint economics Of cool: .
Pickups vc/c CtMi on all Hftft+ll with their cost increasing ao
capacity increased. Operators charge a greater aeroestaee of |
fed Um -kittle fea&tag ajeratloa as size enlarges • They were at ar. all
purpos- v,.h-olc on the smaller operations, sufficing aa family - rj ling
truck, transportation of livestock and all around farm utility wagon. Aa
size of the iceuict expenee aa U | rtion Of the
allocatco. to $aa cattle fcedir.^ operation, although actv ] . of the
nMfltj in tm Of vork, :aay decrees :. . It vac ro longer we 3*
hauiii. , out siuply a; ac l. ub cr paa t vehicle* Larger, Lett
adapted pieces of at&igttea* vere used to havJ. cargo. Eovever, pickups
retaain an all purpose /chicle, nc longer used as fatdly transportation
hut taking Ott a new roli -f fotilot tlaw saver. ?ic'.ups we. al :ost a
necessity ia -oiug Gia «3°k3 about the ieedlot.
Inclusion of a truck on the lowest capacity nodel ms anticipate:-
.
because of 2ar inal operation and ability of pickups and wagons tc adaquate-
ly handle all kaolin^ problems, cost of a truck was not warranted. Trucks
liake their appearance on all four larger uoceis, increasing. ' ' \- tince
a j capacity aagQgala*
. the feedlct expanic, howevsr, trucks play a role in
the feeding operation. la tkc BldfiU BMgi pi foediag OptratlOtM tr
n *_-- as feec nauling vehicles, both fro?, the elevators and to z.
cattle. Also scjls transportation of livestock was done with fare: owned
trucks. Trucks in the largest i'eedlots have been reduced to the role of
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general all purpose vehicles, i.e., post, fence, dead animal, etc. haulin; •
A3 Mi clalieed .-^qul Traent was bought to do individual Jobs trucks
become an odd job carrier al~o.
Varon and pickup were combined as a unit for the smallest capacity
feedlot to aid in the tt ition. ttlfltftj hay, etc. were largely
fed with the vagfitt. It falls in the category of cquianent already owned
I farcer and continue':! use until worn out becomes necessary. Resale
•equipment of this nature is very low, therefore, once purchased
It rrust be used until scraped to obtain the valuation placed on it at
purchase tiffla.
Models II, III and Hf feed with wacon power boxe3. Model I was
not ecanonically lar.;e enough to purchase and maintain a power box. D ;
Wwriw would result were it to <3o so. In Model H it was a samcGBent
•ision as to the feasibility of owning a power box. If other leas
specialized feeding equipment ha" worn out or the desired economic
returns derived frcm them, then it nay ^e economically practicable to pur-
chase a i«tron pover box to feed with.
Management may decide the operation has reached its peak, however,
at vhlch tine it nay become questionable to buy 3uch specialized equipment
convex-table to no other use. Therefore, a point is reached when dollar*
cannot decide the question whether to buy or not. Wfcaa
this i.olnt la reached sound raanageiaent becomes the all important factor in
maintaining a profitable operation.
Model V due to still further specialization has acquired the use of
a truck power tar. %M capacity increases economies of scale were to be
gained from the U3e of a truck power box relative to a wagon power box.
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For example, feedlots need equipment to feed with, equipment to
load manure, haul manure, etc. Smaller operations cannot purchase complete-
ly specialised equipment for each of these Jobs because per unit cost would
extend beyond that considered profitable. Therefore, equipment that can be
utilised for more than one Job must be purchased, i.e., a tractor may pull
the feed wagon part time, load manure part time and haul manure part time.
Thus the tractor is in use long enough each day to Justify its costs. Had
the tractor been purchased only to load and haul manure while the more spec-
ialised truck power box fed cattle, neither piece of equipment would be
economically Justifiable, because both would be operating at much less than
100 per cent of capacity.
low in the larger capacity feedlot of Model V a truck power box
may be used more each day because of the greater number of cattle to feed.
Also, for the same reasons, the tractor has sufficient work to do each day
without feeding cattle to Justify its expense. Therefore, it may be ob-
served increases in specialisation cone at the same time or after increases
in capacity, but not before (i.e., not a long time before).
Finally, miscellaneous equipment, except portable elevators, were
found on all models. The loader tractor may be used for a variety of Jobs.
Its primary functions were: (1) loading manure from the feedlot and (2)
loading silage from the trench silo. It was probably one of the handiest
and most versatile pieces of equipment around any feedlot. In addition to
manure and silage loading it may be used to clear snow, make roads, clean
ditches, carry things, lift heavy machinery, clean out silos, reach high
places, etc. Therefore, it was quite easily seen why purchase of this
piece of equipment becomes one of the first in moat feedlot operations.
Portable augers Increase in importance as capacity expands and
they vere i'ounu on all models. Augers were usually purchased for the
faming operation and for the cattle feeding operation of saail Ict3. As
sise increases , feedlot operators utilize tha auger more and more lor the
feeding program. Finally at the highest levels augers vere purchased
entirely for the feedlot.
Cattle spray equipment, in one form or another was exhibited in
moat feedlots . Most spray equipment was of a type using water mixtures
applied under pressure to the cattls. leedlots keeping cattle for only a
short period of time usually specified no spray equipment at all.
The final miscellaneous item, portable elevators, was found on all
models using hay barns. Portable elevators vere of the type usually seen
elevating baled hay into barns or onto hay staefcs. For those models using
•levators, a standard straight design was assumed. There vere cany types
of elevators with which hay say be moved thrcugh a successive number of
difficult places* But price, sise and length implied on survey question-
naires necessitate calling the portable elevator in this study a straight
upright type. The type usually used In moving hay from a vagon to some
higher place.
ff? I-IXEp g03T3
Fixed costs are associated with short-run conditions, for in the
long-run all costs become variable* Fixed costs were defined as those
costs not increasing or decreasing as total volume of production, in the
short-run, increases or decreases. As production was increased (decreased)
fixed costs were spread over sore and more (less and less) units of produc-
tion. Therefore, fixed costs per unit of production vill vary with total
production.
Fixed costs are, in general, associated with investments. They
encompass depreciation, taxes, insurance and interest on investment in this
report. These factors were considered fixed for any given production cycle
once the cycle has been entered. In the case of cattle feecin:., once the
commitment to feed has been made and factors of production were acquired
the above four cost items were fixed for the remainder of the production
cycle. Only at the end of this production period can the fixity of these
costs be removed either by purchasing more factors and increasing costs or
selling already existing factors and decreasing costs. In either case,
at the time increases or decreases are taking place these costs are no
longer fixed but variable. Variable in the sense they have been adjusted,
however, after adjustment any costs remaining become fixed a&ain for the
next production cycle.
In this study maintenance and repairs were included as a portion
of the depreciation rate. However, it should be pointed out maintenance
*Baum, Faris and Walkup, p. 7*
kl
and repair coats vary Inversely to depreciation and depreciation has boon
adjusted to allow for this inverse relationship. Tangible factors c
production nay be used beyond that period specified with depreciation rates
by applying repairs and sound mlBtonance . 2ut, M this wore done, addition-
al costs would be encountered.
Fixed costs arc rather siscple to compute, usually involving the
application of fixed rates or percentages to cachiaery, equipment and build-
ing. However, due to the despotic way in which these rates arc applied it
Is sottetines difficult to safes accurate inferences about the industry as a
whole. This does not reflect a laxity on the part of operators but 3i2aply
a lack 01 any better criteria frcci which to follow. This was illustrated
by depreciation in the following pages*
If each feedlot were new, having purchased new eauipaant and begun
operation at precisely the sauc HM the survey was taken, depreciation
could be calculated quite easily. Sew costs could easily have been estab-
lished, each item in the feeSlot could have had a reasonable estimate of
life expsctency assigned to it and. a straight line depreciation used*
However, this 3tudy aade a survey o: lots ranging froa new ones to
those in operation for two decades or more and all levels ihbetween. As
this report is trying to present a picture of the non-feed costs Kansas
farcer cattle fecdlots were actually faced with, the beat realistic approach
possible was taken. Therefore, to aake inferences about a population larger
than the satsple taken, some systec of aeasureisent had to be set up for
2John H. McCoy, "Grain 3tcrage Policy with Particular Reference
to Cost of Storing Wheat i^ ;.ansos' (unpublished Fh.r. dissertation, Library,
University of Wisconsin, 1955) # P» X37
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depreciation and other ft The following nathods I M ...ad
co»ts law thus been derivec.
Depreciation
Cejortciatiou is a reduction in value as a result of voar and tear
through us«, action of tt»e elements, inadequacy, accident or obscioec'_nce.3
Over x^ *.^ run it 1j essential tixit return., ffeftti j^l&nt operatic c fce hiiJi
enough so the ojx-.uu; can at least r. place building, mac
sent as the/ vear out or becoae obsolete, fhere;fare, the rate
become* a function of total investaent ana len^to M - -Jdldix ,
Machinery and oquipaent . It vae assumed tlvit thii cost vas fixed, i.e./ it
vac associated vita tlxe in years rathsr than volume o. output.
Through consultation with Hanaas 3tate University- farm mnu-jeaaat
specialist, decree iation rates vere determined* Value of investnent itens
as obtained in th* ywrvey vere adjusted to original value at t_ _ j£ purclmae
in the five hypothetic! models (Appendix A). Five per cent 9t IptmlMf value
on those itcas lastin^ du ycaru and 10 per cent of purchase value on those
iteos lasting 10 years mice detenoinee reasonable rates.
>fechinery, equipment and buildings vere adjustes to their purctesed
valuation. The % per cant rate vas then applies to thi- adjust Lu3 to
obtain the average depreciation cost per year for lteos vith a 20 year life
expectancy.
^Harold 3. Sloan and Arnold J. Zurcher, Dictionary of JjMgniga
(Hev York: Everyday Handbooks, 2ams and Hoblo, inc., 1961;, p. W*
Interview vita Mi Collide, BMMM Jtatc university to
^z-„-jwmA mctallst, August 3, liX;J.
Jt with a 10 year life contingency wis flnjprtnliflEdl at II
per cent Of itj purchased valuation, luo saiae aetaou as above uas appliea
to £sterr:ine tie purciaaaed value of e^uipmoigfc £ -atod on a 10 ^oar
basis, This depreciation co.it id ajaifl aoju— . t*^ . 3 per year lot
I M 10 year life of |*4fc itea.
Total investigate are shown in i'a&le }« Grain u-tXte, mchiae aueus,
t Ha* lave I oqpectan ~-~ .*w reufc-.
ire capital investr^nt items
.. ;.ar liic u<cpeotHKles» —~
20 year life expectancy lim cowpr' _. Kill) M |M -- Rglttl
investments on each aod&l
.
TABLE 3
total mvEsnsmro for five kgeel eeeslots, kahjas, 1961
estacnt Xtc a
Gmin l/ina
Bay shed*
Machine uheds
Uyri^at silos
IX III IV
i > ^
(uollars)
750 1500 *>00 2^00 7I#0
1000 2000 2b00
150 200 400 600 1000
OOO jO 1^00 2500
Total building and iced stora^ 1700 2^,00 WvOO TSOO 11000
Machinery, ©ouipisent and trench silo }{?0 9090 t$tf lUOi? 30*
TCTAL ^5C 8H5O 129^+2 2200^ ^^3
aIteus aaaueed half worn out Xer each model, therefore, Investment
costs given equal one-half ori^ional purchase price*
wi» Uio PPi of too above iaveatata...;. Up .eel
. **i 1 w v,,«-w> w* Moael V Pp -wiol*} II, III ftp J | .lag
yJL,440, y£,l*;> aad tjfffclj ret^es- „ • Dtp - cost-: p ^ |P head
uuais were $22.?0, $12.$2, t9«tf« I .,_.:, .7. .c. NPftli I through V
(liable *)«
Ca^iy u«*£rv*<— ---- PPi vers ffoagtfttl m~ p pi
year, otk, pppl df|f uay« waa tii*. wnrfrmm tine assvned t || .ore
ililfi Awr -ir..u ftfpr *.-orci*uw —itc. ; ier - .» la general,
oai> subtly t~.v.i v.a«j birow^ -* cattle £4>r |WUT« .— -— .
-
w I in
actual cua^uWu value oi 1.13c v-»uv,wi- ^ - „ c* . "ii—. vuj wupoaed to
couBerciai lota where tappp ia agprcctlr.atc-ly between l.> and 2 tine*
y*r year." Therefore, ia PtfAag with the £,eaeral tread of faroer Jpu-
lots in Xauaaa, loo «ter pp p capacity aa pwtPftly uefiaed VlU be
aoruai au^ber p PfttXt the fpilot will accaatp&t at any Pi tine as
cbtaiut-u i.rotu we ^.uur.
Jctal -ally ppNMtePPI PCts i»er head varied from 15 wa; |
Heesl I to >.1> ppH 0P t^&uel Y. It *aa reav.il/ apparent t'jat an In-
creaso la auaber oi turnover;, ^cr year vou_ I - ~ace ppppdPtfPl co„ta oa
a per hsa** basis* However, this bas complications which, as stated earl ;
could aake tae cattle feeding ^o^ra^ conpetitive with other ttpetftg -per-
ations and, therefore, increase total costs ia the len^-rua.
^Interview with Dr. D. Richardson, Kansas State University atiiml
husbandry proi'esaor, June 3* i>63»
uarBaa, p. 48 •
tfiag, p. 30.
Caliioraia, Bank ox Africa, p. 17.
5tablt: k
:
?• • ?* t per. suxtaflM, I ' , MuChucby akl equifmehi
FOR FIVE HOVEL FEEDL0T3, KAH3AS, 1961
Model
Eton II ill IV
IdollarsT
Annual depreciation costs of
buildings and feed storage*
Annual dcprecicticn cc.;tr, of
oacbinery and equipment
Total annual depreciation costa
of feedlct
Daily depreciation costs cf
buildings and feed stora^o
Daily depreciation costs of
rmchinery ant t r .it
Total daily depreciation coots
of feedlotc
Total annual depreciation costs
per unit
Total daily depreciation costs
per unit
17. T'o i:
730 1190 1709 2861 6109
POQ lfcUO 2149 ML 7209
1.13 1.67 2.93 ^.07 7.33
J;
.87 7.93 11. 19.21 40.73
6.00 9.60 lk.32 2k.2B hQ.06
22.50 12.52 .53 l*#9 7.79
.1500 .0835 .0636 .05M) .0519
*Unita adjusted from estimate a half vcm cut value to now value
by doubling bmlf worn out value then applying the depreciation rate oi ) per
cent.
*Units adjusted from -stiaated half worn Ml value to new value
by doubling half worn out value then applying the depreciation rate of 10
cer cent.
c2aaeci on 1|0 Willi days per year. This is the tiae required to
prerare cattle for iwrket.
consists 01 two typos, (1) real property tax and (2) personal
property tax. Personal property tax on cattle will be considered under var-
iable costs* Property tax uoes not show up as a very important cost to farmer
cattle feeolot* in Kansas. Property tax. real and personal, was determined
iron assessed valuation of property. Tec average mill levy (one mill equals
one-tenth ox one cent; ox iiansaa rural areas was >0 rills per dollar valuation
1961, as determined by toe Property Valuation Department, State of Kansas,
rural real estate in Kansas for 1961-1962 was assessed, on an average for the
state, at 22 per cent 01 its present valuation. Real estate includes land
ana improvements tUereor which were assessed as real property.?
Throufch interviews with a Kansas State University economist,^ a
method for applying tax rates to personal property was established. It was
assumed that capital investment figures represent the approximate present
valuation of macninery, equipment and buildings on each of the models. One-
tliiru of present valuation was defined as assessed valuation fcr personal
property •
The average state levy of 50 mills was then applied to this assessed
valuation ana total tax paid for personal property per rodel was obtained.
Taxes, both real and personal, will vary considerably tnrou^hcat the state.
Rates pre-3-nted above represent only an approximation of the individual
rates paid within Kansas, i.e., they are at best only state wirie avcra.es.
Co*ts of taxf3 fluctuated from $76 in Model I to $5H6" in Medal V.
Models II, III ana IV had tax costs of $122, $183 and $291. As capacity
•*anaas, Property Valuation Department, Report of Real Estate
Assessment ratio Study atate of Kansas. (Topeisa, 1961), p. 2.
^Interview with Dr. Wilfred Pine, Kansas State University agri-
cultural economist, June 6, 1953*
*7
increased tax co*ts per head for Modsl V were reduced more then three tijnes
that shc*m for Model I. Annual total per head tax costs were $1.90, |1
.
$.81, $49 and *.59 from Model I to Model V (Table 5).
Mil !>
1EAL AMD Ffcfc^Nal IfcOPgKTY TAX FCR FIVE MODEL rEEBLOTS, JC1K3A3, 1961*
Model
Ttetr I TT III IV
Assessed value of real property*
Assessed value of personal
property*5
AtMtMl value or real and
personal property
Tax per year on real property
Tax per year <m personal property
Tax per year on real and personal
Tax per ay on real aau personal
property^
Annual tax per head on real and
9tfMMtl propNrtty
Daily ta.. nay head on real and
personal property
*73 704 1210 2882 5268
io: 1733 ?!+56 2939 5657
1529 2^37 3666 5821 nn
2fc 35 61 U* 263
53 87 123 1U7 283
77 122 18* 291 5U6
•51 .81 1.23 1.9^ Mi
l.W l.CkS 4 •35 .59
.0126 .0070 .0055 .0043 .0039
aBa«ed on 22 per c^nt ol' present valuation.
i3tw*eu on 33 per cent of present valuation.
cBasec on 50 mills per aoliar assessed value.
d
Sa/*tsil on 1;0 <iays required to prepare cattle Sot market.
e
Se« Appendix (a) Table 32 for a complete breakdown of capital
investment
.
Iflterwt on Tnvestax-nt
Capital invested should yield a -satisfactory return whether inv.ct ti
in ou«*d cwa ouainess or that of someone elses. Therefore, intereat costs
ust contaiu a cost for actual uoney borrowed and a coit levied against the
opowcors own aioaey used in his business. The. latter should be equal to
that which he could expect to receive, if money tttft invested in another
enterprise of approximately equal risk. Interest rates have remained fairly
uni xora for loc^ periods of time, although some businesses ha\r<-; always been
able to obtain funds at lover rates than others. * This hag been due to a
variety of reasons, volume borrowing and favoritism bein,. examples.
In this study an allowance of 5 per cent for Interest on inveetment
was 22a.de. This eeezas to fee In agffetnant with that RMd la TfrlT^T rtudies.10
As the a«su*iiptiou has already been madfc that buil lings* machinery and equij?-
aant in all models ware half vera cut, the interest rate may be appli^.
directly to total capital investments of each model. Articles depreciated
ran^e froa full valu*.- to zero during th« life of the article, therefore*
interest costs will decrease with time. Interest rates when applied in
this sti . .„ siiOulci provica h.i- average ecst figure. JirJlar stu.i > havr
applied interest rates to one-half the value of build-in.; and equipment. 1
The computeu interest costs are c iven in Table $« Interest was
^um, Faris and tfalkup, i>. lo.
McCoy, p. I36.
Ten: T. Prathcr and L. A. liaducx, Guide for tstiaatinn; Annual
a to laser
T
Mana^eaent and Capital. Texas Agricultural I-xtenaiv r
rvice KP-2£t (College itation, l,y/t
,
p. 4.
g^p T ^, m- yq| yjn -,->- rr noun urn -. im
kodel
It^r.
Total capital inwstnent^
lalnmt B *ta on capita).
iru.^tments per year*"
Interest coctJ en capital
Investments per bead
Interest ccgts on capital
Invc3ticant3 per day
Daily interest cost* on capital
investment per bead per day
I II III IV V
5^0 IfcfQ 12942 2200*5 ttjfcj
443 6*7 1100 2U77
6.?0 3.68 2.88 2. Hit 2.25
3.79 2.62 Ml 7.33 13.65
.OWifi .024$ .0192 .01<">? .0150
Basesi on one-ball depreciated Capital Investments nt a rate of
5 per cent.
^Based on 150 working days required to prepare cattle for market.
l« of tin: tailor Oft MMM -tor MMU tarraer cattle feedlota. Costs
0: ...j, . 7j &1,1Q0 and $2,077 were recorded for the five raodel feed-
lox^. Dally rtf p«r hoeu. were &ppro>riuataly three %la«l greater for Model
tfl Kc- '1 v . ttfta i3 basttu on 1^0 working uaya aa the amount oj.
time required to ready cattle for market. Model3 I, II, III, IV and V bad
coats per lMa« per day of £.0*46, t«4§5*j $.0192, +4*143 and $.0150, respect-
ively.
5Insurance ratss vary depending on location of insured articles
to building*, fire fighting equipra-snt, approved fire prevention .ievises,
per cent coverage aesired and construction of toullain-s. All feedlots in
the nrnf were assumed outside city limits with cachircry, building 3 a
equipment injured at 60 per cent o* actual value. Insurance nat.-3 outside
city lirait3 ware sonsewnat dinner than those rates within cities. Peedlot
insurance costs ar«-» *ivvn in Table J.
Throuf h consultation with an insurance agent necessary conditions
ajRc. rRt;?3 were ieterrained. As this study's prinary concern was cattle
feeclot3, infomation on other phases of the farm operation have been
ar.itted, however, in some cases it IMM N nrce.-sary tc i .1 pttrfM
these opera 1. Insurance was one of those cases . Farnrr: i- eneral,
obtain some type if blanket coverage when purchasing insurance.
The blanket coverage use! as a representative sample for this
atuny was Para. Bureau's Form 2 Master flan". This plan is broker, down
and different rates applied to six nsajor categories. These categories ere:
(1) isose, (2) house: -Cos, (3) outbuildings, (*0 perscr.il property,
(5) liability on far* and (6) cattle. Insurance costs on cattle vill be
cons -15 a variable cost; in this study* Licensed vehicles MM insured
Under a separate policy.
To be insured under the particular master plan iiscusaed here, the
follovin conditions rrrust be aet to receive the iniicate'3 rates:
1) Outbuildings; approved lightning rocs certified with a mantcr
label number from the Unite Underwriters laboratory, net proTiiuio $ .73
per $10O insured.
2) rersonal property; includes all erriplenents , tools, (.rains, hay,
silage aaU all other personal pptptvty exclu. ..restock, licenseu
vehicles and household ?ood9, net premium $.3*» per $100 insured.
TABL* 7
SUMMM COST,* FOii FIVB KODEL fWtOMj *iAi;o*w, 2M3L
iWi^W WWMW liiW lWW—MUM WPOiWWUl ll WH IM l-^*»l « .^ ^l» ^ III^OlWWlMWHftll l I 1 l« WH < II IHI I II
Model
51
Ita.. i n in iv v
(dollars )~~
1360 2000 3694 6284 3800
2240 3960 5020 9320 19634
750* 9008 1B50S 2250- 45GQS
4350 -60 10564 17854 32934
9.93 14.60 26.97 45- 64.24
7.62 13.36 17.07 31.69 06.76
16,40 _>2.80 32.80 32.80 32.80
10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00
43.95 70.86 86.84 102.36 173.80
1.10 .62 .39 .23 .19
.29 .47 .58 M 1.16
.0073 .0041 .0026 .0015 .0013
Insured value of outbuildings*
Insured value of personal property**
Insured value of licensed vehicles
Insured value of outbuildings,
personal property and vehicles
Annual insurance costs on out-
buildings
Annual insurance costs on personal
property
Annual insurance costs on licensed
veliicles
Annual insurance costs on liability
coverage of feedlot^
Total fixed annual insurance cost
Total fixed insurance cost per
head
Daily total fixed insurance cost6
Daily total fixed insurance cost
per head
a0utbuildinga and personal property insured at 80 per cent of
actual value.
Diuxcludes cattle and household goods.
Liability coverage only on trucks and pickups.
^osts equals approximately one-half of liability coverage for
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3) Liability; $100,000 covering up to and including 320 acreo, not
premium $20.25 per year.
4) Cattle; under broad form animals are covered again-* every
type of death excluding natural death and being killed by a vehicle
owned and operated by the insured or a tenant to the insured, net
premium $.64 per £100 insured.1*
The minjjnim liability coverage for the state of Kansas of -.5*000,
$25,000 and $50,000 was assumed on licensed vehicles used in tlie feeding
operation. Net premium for this n.in1,r.ium requirement was &L6.40 per year
per vehicle.^
The Form 2 liaater Plan and the policy on licensed vehicles hold no
deductables against hail and storms. Trench silos were not insured, wJ.y
silage contained within.-*^ For purposes of convenience, only HP of liabil-
ity coverage costs for the fan:- will be charged to the cattle feeding i-:ogram
of each model.^
320 acres.
'Based on 150 working days required to prepare cattle for market.
x 0ne vehicle.
3Two vehicles.
^interview with Jean Clark, general agent for Farm Bureau Mutual
Insurance Co., Inc., August 8, 1963.
^Ibid.
1*1
1:The amount of variation from schedule to schedule make it
impossible to determine what part of the farming operation the feedlot
represented, therefore, it was arbitrarily decided to charge $10 of the
liability coverage costs ($20.25) to the feeding operation.
IV VARIABLE CQJS'*
Variable costs are those costs viJLch either Increase or decrease
as total output of the plant Increases or decreases.1 As the period under
consideration increases in length the number of factors associated with
variable costs also increase. This process is a continuing one until in
the long-run all costs are variable. In c eneral, variable costs refer to
such doctors of production as labor , electricity , etc., i.e., input factors
that vary vita output and nay not be used at all at the aero level. Sot
jcany variable costs are completely variable ? For example, veterinary
expense for Ml head of cattle will not be one-half as much as for 80 head
.
Thare is soib© degree of fixity, therefore. This may be accounted for by
fees charged for the farm call; i.e., the Veterinarian would charge Just
as much to drive from his office to the farm, before he began work, for ^0
cattle as for 30. Also the practice of using lumpy inputs decreases vari-
ability of a given factor. This may be shown in the area of labor where one
man is usually the smallest unit considered .3 However, in spite of these
elements of fixity, some costs were considered to vary with voluie of out-
put and, were therefore, classified as variable costs.
Variable costs under consideration in this study were; insurance
on cattle, taxes on cattle, veterinary, electricity, insecticides, fuel,
1 jloan and Zurcher, p. 3^7 •
2Baum, Faris and Walkup, p. 19.
^Brassier, p. 2iv.
5*
hired labor, buyin,. cattle, selling cattle, trucking cattle and woatfc loaaes.
The folloving variable costs were excluded; bedding, stilbestrol, other
trucking expense and nisceXlaneouj expense (such as telephone, vires, travel,
etc.)
.
Miscellaneous expenses were omited because they contributed only a
•nail portion to total variable costs*4 In sone cases they vere less than
1 per cent of total variable costs. For this reason attention has been
directed to those costs of greater magnitude. The survey indicated a majority
of feedlots administered stilbestrol as a feed additive. This study vas con-
cerned with non-feed costs, therefore, stilbestrol. as a cost of feeding, vas
not included is this report. For the most part, feedlot operators, as shown
by the survey, did not use bedding in their fat cattle feeding program, there-
fore, it has been omited here as a variable cost item.
Insurance Expense
Information pertaining to insurance on cattle was obtained from
the survey of feeders. Supplemental information vas obtained fron th* Fare
Bureau Mutual Insurance Company .5 Insurance for cattle on faros was written
as part of the "Master Plan" citsd earlier in connection with insurance aa
a fixed cost. Under this plan cattle vere insured against all death losses,
excluding natural death and death resulting from a vehicle owned and operated
by the insured or a tenant to the insure!. The net premium vas y.oU per £100
insured value*
Variable insurance costs increase or decrease in direct proportion
*Ibid .. p. bO*
5jean Clark, Farm Bureau Insurance
.
to increases or decreases in numbers, valuation or both numbers and valuation
of cattle beings fed. The general practice of feedlot operators was to esti-
mate; (1) the average number of cattle to be fed at eny one time, (2) the
average age of the cattle and (3) the average valuation If tlnese cattle for
the year. Yearly premiums were then set up and paid on these average esti-
mates.
For example, a feeder estimates hi will have, on the average, 200
cattle ob feed at any one time, their ace will average between one ana two
years and average valuation is £200 per head. Therefore, this feedlot opera-
tor must pay $.6^ I fcOO or $?.$6 per year premiums*
In this study an average valuation of $200 per animal and an avemge
age between one and two years was assumed for all fire isouels (ftMi Z) .
Ecoaooieff of scale do not exist for this variable cost factor. ?er unit costs
were constant, i.e., they neither increased nor decreased as output was increas-
ed or decreased. However, it still remains a variable costs "actor Ic^use at
zero output no costs were incurred and as soon as producticr tftutti coats
began.
Tax Expense
Close study with a Kansas State University economist and county tax
officials,*^ revealed the Sallowing information on taction of cattle, ii^atinga
are held each year by county tax officials at which tiise assessed valuations
and levies are decided upon. These vary from county to county anc year to
year but an average figure can be computed which adequately represents the
°Baum, Paris and walkup, p. 19.
^Interview with Wilfred Pine, Kansas State University agricultural
economist, August 7* 1963*
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TABLE
UTtiURAJCK CCJTS
a
PSR EAT1* IGR CATTLS IN FIVE MODEL PFEDLOT3, KAM3AU, 1961
Xodel
III IV
Percent of Capacity '.0 head IIS head J head ivpC h/ ,-13
Utilised
(dollars)
ISO per cent .507 I.U76 2.880 -.750 11.8U0
135 per cent .ksi 1.2,?7 ~ AOO J+.800 9.867
ICO per cent ijto .960 1.920 3.6HO 7.893
75 per cent .253 .733 1.10*0 2.880 5.920
50 per cent .167 .1*87 .960 1.920 Mlf
25 per cent .087 •2Vf .1*60 .960 1.973
•Net presduic of $.6U par $100 insured vas used. Avr -l\»tlon
$200 per MsJMJ and average age was 1 to 2 years.
bl50 clays asauaed as the time required to finish cattle for rjarket.
state ao a vhole for any ^iven year.
As personal property, cattle UN mMMMi st aprrx-i:^t-ly JJ P**"
cent U current valus and taxed at 50 mills per ipllcr assessed valuation
(figures MfNMft KRiiaas average-) • Variable tax Mttj as variable insur-
ancc coats, vary in direct propc to increases cr decreases in atafcer of
cattle on hai*." January 1.
Two options were available to Kansas Cattle feeders.
1) They aay he assessed on average yearly inventory of all livestock
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on hand. This uas the loot form and for this and other reasons was not too
popular.
g) The short and aoat frequently usea iorn assesses livestock on the
farai as of January 1.
The actual assessed valuation varies throughout the state, aovever,
as Indicated above one-third of present valuation seeas to bo an everact for
the stete,^ Feed** cattle over one year MM Mliff tvo years of age vere
assessed, on the avenge, at *Vf P*r head (Table 9). This assumes an average
purchase price of $lkO.
TASLT 9
Wi 0M# BR BAY* FOR CATTLE Uf Wm Ml ISE9UB3, rjams, 1*1
Model
II III IV
Percent of Capacity
UtiliZr"
UC head 115 haad 225 heoa k^O head 925 "***
(vlollars)
per cent .<?l-0 l*H! Mil 10. 18
12? per cent •7°? 1 491 1C.11U
ICO per cent .627 1.802 %<m 7. lU.Hjt
75 F«r cent AfQ 1051 l4tt K«M 10.869
M per H I .3? .fftg 1.763 1 7-
25 per cent •W A50 .881 1.753 3.623
^ouch fed feeder cattle greater than one but less than two years
of ace were assessed at $hf per head and tared at 50 Rills per dollar assess-
ed valuation (figures are assure'?. Kansas avert re)
.
bl?C days assumed es the tiae required to finish cattle for market.
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Other Variable Coste
Relationships of the reiaainiu,. nine variable costs to sise of l**ru
and to percentage utilisation of ieedlot capacity vara deterniaea iron survey
data, from four relevant survey questions.
The first of these four questions requested the operator to furnish
19dV costs for each of the nine variables. The secona establlshea the
normal' or 100 per cent capacity of the feedlot. The third as&ed ior nuabcr
of head fed during the 196^ feeding period; the rourth, specifically as&ea
operators to estimate vhat percentage of variable costs, incurred at normal"
capacity, vould be applicable, If their feedlota were operated at capacities
o* ?*, *n
:
7s, ?.00, 1?5 and 1^0 perosnt of 'normal' . Answers to the second
and third questions permitted computation of the percentage of norjaal cap-
acity the feedlots were operated in IfCU Because costs of the nine variables
covered animals fed in 1961, it was necessary to adjust tuese to a loo par
cent or normal capacity basis*
Thii procedure can best be explained in th* following manner. For
example, let us say that one particular operator estimated his 19ol, i'^ilot
fuel cost to be $525* he also stated that the normal capacity of his feed-
lot was 100 head ana that he leu l!5 heau during the l>ol, feea-. . iMU
His lot vaa operated at b.-5 par cent oi capacity ana nis i'uei oill (oae of the
nine variables) for 65 par cent capacity was $525- To adjust ftfcit cost to a
100 per cent or normal capacity basis, it was revisea upvara by the equation
.65X $525, i.e., X $617.65 where X is i'uei cost at lOu per cant cr nomal
capacity.
6Xbid.
5Be -ore att:—
t
.. '.t an equation to the- survey Oata,
checks were aadc to determine If the data appeared linear or curvi liner .-.
Scatter al*i.,raras were plotted uainv the survey information. The wide die-
version of data on the diagrams made observational analysis clwckinc for
linearity or curvilinearity difficult. However, economic loc;ic reasons that
total costs increase at a decreasing rate aa aeale of operation expancs,
the producini- curvilinearity.
The above expectation tbsn, leu to a trial of various quadratic
functions. Only one such equation tried produced usable information . An
I 2
equation of tbe fora ¥ a b^X^ b^ b-^Xg b^Xj. bcXg produced
usable answers, i.e., usable from a logical viewpoint. In the above
equation (Y) equals the total cost of any variable cost iter!, {X-i) oqualt
the number of cattle per feed lot and (Xg) equals the per cent of "aorrsl"
capacity at which a feedlot is operated . The multiple correlation coeffic-
ients squared (Ha ) were low for rcoat of tbe nine variable coots considered
(Appencix B) . This, in turn, led to hi; h standard errors (Appendix B) . For
example, fuel had an (R2 ) of (.23102) and a standard error of $612.90 (com-
pared to a mean oi $672 .70) • MO studies usin^ airrilar analyses coul^ bo
found for comparison* . Therefore, there was no beeis for consl^ierin these
results rood, bad, or typical for these type data, re lo,-ic baa to Mftttft
The estirated eontf- derived fror; the quadratic equation resulted in
negative values for sense variable itenn en all five hypo* 1 aaAala in
this study. These negative velues were •eattered thrOUfhoiit the vmrl.
els of capacity utilisation with a concentration at the 25 per cent level.
No logical Justification could, be formulated to account for these negative
costs at all scales of feedlot operation. Coat 3 for a pax'ticular
be aero on some feedlots but negative costs in feedlot operations are iapoa-
cible, so fitt* - curvillroartty was abandoned. The 99% of linear
equation-i U3ed produce^ negative co.^ts also, hcvewr, there were fever of
the* (for a more complete iiscujsion aee paje 6j).
The ne:^t ?te? was to try to fit linear equations to the data. One
such equation of the fonr Y = a c^> , • b '-Cg, where varlabia* equal tha
a.i In tha above quadratic rquaticn, wa* tri*;!. Tiejulta obtain this
equatioa rolati^ tc tb- above quadratic function were equally ?oor anu unreal"
ktf (Appendix B) . lT ;*ri£ fuel as an »2*awple a^ain* values compute** w
77 anc standard error ^617.39 compared to a >sean 01 ^^72 .70. There-
fore, a final attest was aa4<» In which the two ixuiapenctent wirlaolr.a were
separatee'. First a function of the- ^orm Y = a bX was derived where (Y)
equals the total cost of any variable -o^t Hr-tc for a fiver feo let ^^^atlnc
at 100 psr cent of capacity and (y) equaia the nunber of cattle per feeclot.
Thus an equation was d>si(neci to rive an eatinat* of the relationship between
a particular variable cost (Y) and size of a fcdlot (X) op«?rat-i*v- et 1 iven
capacity (100 por cent 1" this case as explained by the exanpl* on 9*4 n €C)
.
A second equation of the san« fora (i.e., Y =a • bX), where (Y)
equals the percentage of variable costs, rolatiw to noraal capacity ana
(Y ) centals the le^ree of capacity utilized. Tola equation entLoates the
relationiMp of a fartlculer p~rcemVi - ->f costi at "notml" enpocity (J) to
level of operation (*)
.
HM4 for each variable cost itara two equations wore fcnrnilatsd. One,
r " '•stiraating equation for inriviflg the cc >t of various 312^5 if lot? -pera-
teJ st "normal' (i.«., 100 per cent) capacity. Tha other, an oquaticn for
datermlninp the cost of each sice lot operatcc. at various levels of capacity.
Through this nation of equations average varir. - ••art-ran coat *ata
-niay to Masputed for •*ch ccjt . ./potbeti-
lot*
.
2?£u fctxi**4 irari ti*i3 a^t of linear equations resulted
in negative «aluc;; . ~* ,a.o vcri&ble itenia. He . , relative to the otlier
Ssiuati :-;:.} trie,., t..cj N .•--" RftPftlffil - -'- 1 MltiStl and thoae that wore
estixateJ. by this act ci equations vera confined to one M4ft& (the .r*?iJUtst
.t::- ail] it nan --just-
ed to zero where Iheg rjittlKl with jc.lv. - ity« (For
further explans ci«.i. sec the individual variable coot iteac.)
Coefficients of detensination and 3tandard errors for the first of the
tvo equations were little better than these obtained on other exa !-.-,
(\Hpeadix B) . Values for (?.2 ) nafifl 2MM l£ to 52 per cunt ftl
errors raaeed free ittldiw ( MpMPti to a saeaa of $20?) '. $2950
for hired tmfcllg cattls? expenses (cenpared to a seas of $2118) . Coefficients
'jt determination for the s-scocd equation (NSt UfC«?l > I ... rcca
. psr cert for the nine \njiables (,\;_ ..:.• B) . The t -no com-
bined pre ., on the whole, rracb M9t realieti- antvers than il (tt#*
carded equations*
Veterinary Expense
....-• .iaisterir. 9* it « • UfCVtUfc fact' :attle
tm I . This SaQQVtttUt increased e§ was nil-
|2 i racity, i.e., cattle not tn "- to
M Increasing scale ay I -/ercrcv ; . The operators
interviewed indicated veterinary expenses increased at' here, size tMMMtft
but at a more rapid rate vnen feedlots were evrrcrowueu. Peeaior.*; oi the.
saallest size treat most of their own cattle 9 calUa*; the veterinarian only
en ortreme enerst' ~n#se5 quantit: ( nlimnle
8.I30 " . " t c -ators, ac indicated "bur the survey, tend to have
aal Veterinarians lo most If the veterinary work.. Moat f-sealota,
MytdtUy *v,!- larger on^s, tfttMti the use cf tosh vaccination either at
the place of purcharj" it • <-»xtl lifWIi to the feedlot.
j, they sal", " *.*»ry spwi 'but the increase "«n Mi* than
vt In ti
. .*a.6ed den-' * - fl ftflglf
from 36 cent |1 t |a I .
lots were ai to orv-ntr- at 100 per cent if capacity §MP l'.O
days. Veterioary ccat3 v«*re amonj? the lowest of the eleven variable con-
sidered (Tables ?0-?5) .
TABl^E 10
VETERIHARY COSTS HER BAT® FCR CASTLE IN *IVE WOCEL FEEBLOTy, KAMo*S, 1<#1
Model
II III IV
Percent cf Capacity ho Head 11 5 iiead 225 heau e|9 iaeaa |Bg iioad
Utili"
11 11. «.« 1 .ii. » m -~ n - - m 1 ..1111 iii
liars)
l*j» lev toft .457 49 IVftl 54H Mi?
."16 ft.SU
- a*f m I t 3 "7 1. .357
50 per cent .°35 .611 1*5*9 2.
nt .170 .33S .." 1.-: I JM
*1^0 daye eaauned ae the tine required to finish cattle for market.
Electricity coats were lower than veterinary costs in Mil Hfttj
exoesdiUo only that oi ia*dcticidej M a lev feedlcts at different levels oi
capacity (Tables 20-?5> . Electrical -xpeftae for Model I tai tero (Table 11)
.
Eovever, this low coat doea nothing to binder the importance of electricity
on fecilota. It waa vtoeo to inm iwtora for ^jwrdn-^ water, -rindine food,
rsovinr, feed> feeding 3ila&e and erain, Hcthte, etc. on reoat feertlota. Aa
^ee&lota increased in aiae and sore automation "was experienced electricity
became aaro significant.
TA&3L 11
ZUKSRICJTC C03T3 P5P DAY* FCP CATTLS I» FIVE MOSUL PSSOIXT3, }<AW3hS, I96I
Model
I XI III .
Percent of Caiacity
PUUl
1
1 imi U£ head 815 nead B head <£5 Ilea^
llarj)
.1 £03 -
.
.093 . -.-„. •
-
.
• . .- -. »>•-
.'
»3 »»3 _•
.. . • « > 1.... I«M
25 per cent .. Ml 1.173 «3 •'<><-
day9 assumed as the tine ra*air- t; finish cattle for narkat.
-
. . .
-
.
a aaall ac^ativa value I l«et rx 1« Efela was incocclatsr;4:
y ijita .run the aaall lc 1 i'roa. a iwft] I it.
. ij ^ I] n the . . ta
absence
STfllfigt let - -1W INKTfl '-a
vera fcrtlltWMilj Bflftavad In the tabulation.
Fusl Ehcpenee
Cast* fOi fuel vai M I - the aajcr variable costj la
(Tables 20-2j>) . Faal Pal ManM -11 Ratal
I
tity aaae" Trirran
Ln& a* capacity aa^analadU Larc.ejt fuel consumption was throu, . iters
'.....'".- rucl were fairl w W3B*
out the state. Costs per
-^.i opcrt
.
aal" cape
J
:,.
r3
aaaji a .2; to 12).
Iasectic
Intecticlclc.- were BOB ttf tt Bl on 1 Gs
ladtervlj (Tablaa r /ory ft ( NaA Indicated t!
Laaect . ij r, per flay coats ve*a nonl,
ii 100 1 uv-ity.
3 .
:. vnrl-
,
. ... aaaarclal y * .. -~ier made
cattle ^..j. Ptirceata^e ItblA eaafc aethccl, fc
Gar*# a - itttanasfc m t- tha aoet ilm act . - .
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TABLE 12
FUEL C03TS PER MY* FOR CATTLE IH FIVE MODEL FEEBLOT3, KAR3A3, 1951
Model
II in IV
Percent of Capacity 40 head 115 bead 225 bead U50 head 925 bead
Utilised
(dollarsT
I50 per cent
125 per cent
100 per cent
75 per cent
50 per cent
25 per cent
2.804 3.307 4.044 5.551 8.733
2.51*5 3.COI 3.669 5.037 7.925
2.288 2.696 3.299 4.528 7.124
2.026 2.388 2.921 4.010 6.308
1.766 2.082 2.546 3.496 5.500
1.506 1.776 2.172 2.982 4.691
a150 days assumed as the time required to finish cattle for market*
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•oble 13
ir3ecticiee costs per bay* fcb caitlk ih fiv7 hc i-ots, kah3a3, 1961
Licdel
II III IV
Percent of Capacity 40 bead 115 head 225 head U50 head 925 head
Utilised
(dollars)
150 per cent .057 .251 .535 1.116 2.342
125 per cent .048 .209 JM .931 1.953
100 per cent .036 .167 •356 .742 1.558
75 per cent .029 .126 .268 .560 1.175
50 per cent .019 .084 .179 .37^ .786
25 per cent .010 .01*3 .091 .189 .397
*150 days assumed as the time required to finish cattle for market.
Hired Labor
Hired labor was the highest group on almost all feedlots operating
at all levels. Only as the per cent of capacity operation reached 125 and
150 in the larger feedlots were hired labor costs surpassed. In these larger
lota the expense of trucking cattle overshadowed hired labor costs at the
125 and I50 per cent levels (Tables 20-25) . Labor here does not include that
contributed by the operator and bis family but all other labor that vas hired
and paid for vas Included in this category. Labor costs for the smaller feed-
lots were not too high representing outlays only at peak times, such as.
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harvest. Small feedlot operators implied they vere able to supply a suffic-
ient quantity of their own and family labor to handle the feeding operation*
The need lor hired help came only at harvest time. As size expanded a full
time employee was hired with his cost split between different enterprises.
Finally in the largest lots the survey indicated one or more men vere hired
full time for the feeding operation. Costs ranged from $3*91 per day for
Model I to $17 .24 per day for Model V (!Eable 14)
.
TABLE 14
HIRED LABOR COSTS HER DAY* FOR CATTLE 15 FIVE MODEL JSEDLOT3, KAB3AS, 1961
MMMMMMNeMMMMNnMSHMMI
Model
I .ii 11 III I »i « nm il———I mi l »
II III IV
Percent of Capacity 40 head U5 head 225 head 450 head 925 head
Utilized
(dollars)
150 per cent 4.230 5.U50 7.240 10.900 16.629
125 per cent 4.053 5.222 6.937 10.445 17.851
100 per cent 3.914 5^3 6.699 10.086 17.237
75 pax- cent 3.670 4.767 6.333 9.535 16.295
50 per cent 3.523 4.540 6.031 9.080 15.518
25 per cent 3.347 4.312 5.728 8.625 14.740
a150 days assumed as the time required to finish cattle for market.
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Expense Buying Cattle
Cattle feedlots must purchase replacement* or raise their own. Very
few feedlots indicated they grew their ovn replacements. Therefore, the five
models within this study were assumed to purchase their replacement cattle.
However, the methods by which they purchase replacements may not always result
in a cost to the feedlot operator. As indicated on the survey questionnaires,
some operators especially those in the smaller feedlots chose to list the
period during which they purchased cattle as a vacation with no expenses
charged to the cattle program. Others purchased cattle from adjoining ranches
or ranches not to far distant on standing contracts from year to year. Some,
again primarily the smaller operators, indicated they went to auctions each
week anyway and would not charge any of this expense to their feeding opera-
tion.
Linear equations used to compute these costs (Appendix B) produced
negative values for the smallest model. This was treated much the same as
electricity costs, i.e., adjusted to xero. For the reasons stated above this
seemed justifiable. As feedlots expanded and feeding became a more prominate
enterprise on the farm a cost was charged to the cattle (Table 1;>)
.
Expense Selling Cattle
Selling cattle, as buying cattle, may be accomplished on the feedlot
premises. Standing contracts with a particular packer buyer may prevail from
year to year. Finally there are many places to sell cattle other than the
feedlot. Some of these are; (1) auctions and (2) terminals. A majority of
operators interviewed, indicated they usually incurred some selling expense
chargeable to the cattle program. These costs ranged from $1.91 par oay for
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Irthi*. If
BUYING CATTLE COSTS F3R DAY* FOR CATTLE d i XVE fcODEL FEE2L0TS, KAH3A3, 1961
Model
II III IV
Percent «t Capacity 40 bead 115 head 225 a«*^ ^pO head 925 ^ead
Utilized
(dollars)
150 per cent .000 .1*3* 1.G23 4.663 IO.658
125 per cent .000 .382 1.605 4.106 9-3^5
100 per cent .000 .337 1.414 3.618 8.271
75 *»** cent •000 .279 1.169 2.992 6.838
50 per cent .000 .227 .952 2.435 5.565
25 per cent .000 .175 •73* 1.878 4.2y2
a150 d*y* assuoed a* the time required to finish cattle for oarket.
Model I to $13.46 per day for Model V (Table 16). Feedlots were assumed
operating at 100 per cent of capacity for a 150 day feeding period. Selling
costs vere among the higher cost variables (Tables 20-25).
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TAisLE 16
SELLING CATTLE COSTS I ER inla FOR CATTLE ON FIVE MODEL FEEDLOTS.
KANSA:
, 1961
Model
I 11 III IV V
Percent of Capacity
Utilized
40 head 115 head 225 head 450 head 925 head
(dollars)
150 percent 2.851 4.310 6.430 10.928 20.051
125 percent 2.184 3.601 5.373 9.048 16.754
100 percent 1.914 2.893 4.317 7.269 13.460
75 percent 1.444 2.184 3.258 5.487 10.160
50 percent .976 1.475 2.201 3.706 6.863
25 percent .507 .767 1.144 1.936 3.566
a150 days as.umed as the tine required to finish cattle for market,
Hired Trucking Expense - Cattle
This item covers only that trucking actually hired and includes both
trucking in and trucking out of cattle. Any truck hauling the operator did
with his own vehicle was not considered here but was included in expense to
truck depreciation, interest on investment, fuel. etc. The set of linear equa-
tions produced negative values for the smallest model here as in electricity
and buying cattle expenses. The negative values were again arbitrarily adjust-
ed to zero. ' ome re sons for this adjustment ares
l) Many small feedlot operators implied they hauled most of their own
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cattle to and from market.
2) Some- operator*, as stated before, purchased cattle on ranches very
close to their own and drove the cattle from one place to the other.
As feedlots expanded hiring commercial truckers becaiue a jm»re cuu*auii
practice* Along with this came rapid increases in per day costs to tne feed-
lot. Trucking costs Jumped from zero in Model I to $33.38 per day for Model
Y (Table 17) . Attain 100 per cent capacity and 1>j day* were &a*ufa*u. Ix pok-
ing cattle ?oats were also among the higher costs groups increasing in impor-
tance a3 fcediots expanded (Tables 20-2>).
TABLE 17
HIRED TRUCKIBG CATTLE COSTS WR DAT* FOB CATTLE C* FIVTS MODEL FEki»L0T3,
KARSAS, 1951
Model
II III IV
Percent of Capacity kG head li;> head 22> head k$Q head y25 neau
Utilized
150 per cent
125 per cent
100 per cprt
75 p*'r cent
50 per cent
25 per cent
(dollars)
.000 .980 ?.G2k 20.817 1*9-935
.000 .23k 5.853 17.3^ kl. 51k
.000 .1*7 k.695 l?.91k 33.378
.000 .lkO 3.512 lO.kOl 2k.972
.000 .09* 8.3^2 6.937 l<S.6kl
.000 .ok? 1.17? 3**72 8.329
*150 days assumed as the time required to finish cattle for market,
IDeath L- .•'..:
CotitA for death lc&aaa were an expense incurred en faracr feodlota
but not on conawrcial feadlota which were cuatoa feeding. " In ruatca reeling
the owner of the cattle incurrea loaaoa tlirci uth, nowavor, in farrier
ieeuloia the operator owns all cattle ^eit*; fei, th&rerore, he leuat asanas
all costs. Death losses In the smaller feeulct3, ae indicate- i by the survey,
were very few aiKl usually a :erlo> I years >-:*pired between l03«es
any yiven feedlot. For the year 1961, the period for which this data applies,
a majority of small feedlct operators Interviewed listed no death losses,
therefore, a cost of zero was assigned to Model I (Table 16) . Death losses
on larger ftadlote placed this cost a* approxlnately average in the variable
ccst categories (Tables 2C-2?)
.
^iQ£> P* 16<
7KAMI il
II III IT
irercent 01 uap&city sO bfc*u 115 ImAu *£> - — - .,_,.- iiu*d
Utilla-ed
(uoll&xa)
150 per cent .000 1.406 3.c36 7.7/3 U.C62
125 per cent JO 1.269 3.212 7.1^6 l*Jk0
100 per cent .000 I49f £.665 6.419 IS -079
75 per cent .ouu i.o>3 t«40 fAI It.40
50 per cent .000 .*J6 i4H M 11.219
23 $zr ocut .000 AH £.039 ._- 9*600
1
150 ua/3 tti*3ui..eu as vue vi^u« r^iuxxsju. to fiolaiJ catuiu *or uuxmat.
rum vanny
m gcAMLjauasg^gp sore
IMP fcedlotc hare lever per unit noofeed costa than small .'oeulota
at all volumes of output. This la Indicated by Figure 2 shevin^ the *ive
hypothetical wcdels rryriTarcd. ac each la operated at a given l*vel of ~,ij»city
utilization. Dally coats per heaa ranged from $1.1*3 in the amll^t i~odel
operating at 25 ^cr cent of capacity to $.17 in the largest nodal operating
at 150 per cent of capacity (Tables 20-25) . Table 19 indicates the nvesber of
cattle per co&el as the aodels vere operated at the six levels of caiacity
\rtilizatitn Htcmtii !• tfetl ;tu,v. 1 1 relation, iMMj interest and insur-
ance all £'oov econu&ies of scalt for the larger plants* depreciation exhibits
the greatest reduction in average per head C03ts as scale increases, i'oUowed
by interest, taxes and insurance. Veterinary, fuel, hired labor and selling
cattle espencc3 also prefaced cccncn-j.ee of Mil fcr IttgM fMHflflJI* Insur-
ance and taxes on cattle vere constant on a per liead basis because total costs
varied in direct proportion to cattl? nunbers. Electricity, insecticides,
buying cattl?, hired truc&ing of cattle and ieata loss axpenses indicate dis-
economies of scale*
Dally per hec: nonfeed coat! lH ncofeejd cost. ;ad of jMJI for
the five a»del3 operating at 1?0, 12*, 10(), fjj >0 ani £> ^er cent *>i leedlot
utilization Iff presented in Tables 2C through 25. The*e tvo 'sethoda of
•xy |g coats vere v.. -eloped since both were eooMcnlj uaed in the feeding
industry. Whan >srcenta*:e of utilisation decreases, operating costs increase
at a acre rapid rate for scalier lets than for larger lots. The largest feed-
lots have the least cost increase as output decreases.
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Daily nonfeed
cost per head
$1.50
1.25 -
1.00
.75
.50
.25
_
100 300 500 700 900 1100 1300
Number of cattle fed
Fig. 2. ~ Relation between daily nonfeed costs per head and
size of lot at given degrees of utilization.
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TABLE 19
VOLlfMK OF CATTLF F3R MOOTL OPKFAT^D
AT THE FOLLOWI!!G PERCENTAGE OF CAPACITY
F-r Cent of Capacity
Model x 25 50 75 100 125 m
(number of rattle)
I 10 20 30 10 - fj
II £9 5* 86 115 IM 173
III 56 113 1*0 22? 211 338
IV 113 225 336 H50 5o3, 675
V 231 H63 *Ok 9*5 11*> 1^88
Total ally fixed costs r^twia constat for any ^lve;. feedl't through-
all le 1j of capacity utilisation, therefore, any lncret • • In total costs
I id coaa froK an increase In variable cost? as feedlot capacity lncrei*;»es.
UwN total cLots are e^ual to th« run of fixed costs and variable cost*, total
|t| unit ccjts oust equal the sure of averaj-v variable unit cc 3t«j ana average
fixed unit costs. The average total unit cost curve for each model is com-
prised of a series of points each point representing the sum of fixed and
variable coats per unit at various levels of capacity utilization."
ibort -run average total unit cost curves for the five mocels are
illustrated in Figure 3. For «aoh hypothetical aodcl, costs decline snarply
^Bauu, ?ile;* and Weeks, p. *?.
nDaily nonfeed
cost per head
$1.50
.
1.25 -
1.00
.75 "
.50
_
.25 _
-4.0 head
100 500 700 900 1100 1300
Number of cattle fed
Fig. 3. — Short-run average nonfeed cost curves for five model
feedlots, Kansas, 1961.
TAHLfi 20
JUUMAiiI OF NOKFEED COSTS FOR FIVE MODEL CATTLE FEEDLOTS OPERATING
AT 150 PER CENT OF FEEDLOT CAPACITY, KANSAS, 1961.
*lodel
Item II III IV
Total Volume of Cattle Fed 60
At 150 Per Cent of Capacity
173 338 675 I3oc
(dollars)
Fixed coete per day
Depreciation 6.00 9.60 14.32 24.28 48.06
Taxes .51 .81 1.23 1.94 3-64
Interest 1.79 2.82 4.31 7.33 13.85
Insurance .29 .47 .58 .68 1.16
Total fixed 8.59 13.70 20.44 34.23 66.71
Variable costs per day :
Insurance on cattle .507 1.467 2.880 5.760 11.840
Taxes on cattle .700 2.013 3.940 7.880 16.187
Veterinary .497 .991 1.715 3.198 6.327
Electricity .000 .102 .726 2.003 4.699
Fuel 2.804 3.307 4.044 5.551 8.733
Insecticides .057 .251 .535 1.116 2.342
Hired labor 4.230 5.450 7.240 10.900 18.629
Buying cattle .000 .434 1.823 4.663 10.658
Selling cattle 2.851 4.310 6.430 10.928 20.051
Trucking cattle .000 .280 7.024 20.817 49.935
Death loss .000 1.406 3.838 7.798 16.862
Total variable 11.646 20.001 40.195 80.614 166.263
Total fixed and vari-
able coats per day 20.236 33.711 60.635 314.844
aAssuoing 400 pounds gain per animal in 150 days.
232.973
Daily cost per head .337 .195 .179 .170 .168
Cost per pound of gaina .126 .073 .067 .064 .063
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TABLE 21
SUffliARY OF NQNFEED COSTS FOR FIVE MODEL CATTLE FEEDL0T3 OPERATING
A? 125 PER CENT OF FEEDLOT CAPACITY, KANSAS, 1961.
Model
ftm n iii IV v
Total Volume of Cattle Fed
At 125 Per Cent of Capacity
50 144 281 563 1156
(dollars)
Total fixed coats per day 8.59 13.70 20.44 34.23 66.71
Variable coats per day:
Insurance on cattle .427 1.227 2.400 4.800 9.867
Taxes on cattle .587 1.673 3.287 6.567 13.493
Veterinary .431 .860 1.489 2.776 5.494
Electricity .000 .093 .666 1.837 4.310
Fuel 2.545 3.001 3.669 5.037 7.925
Insecticides .048 .209 .446 .931 1.953
Hired labor 4.053 5.222 6.937 10.445 17.851
Buying cattle .000 .382 1.605 4.106 9.385
Selling cattle 2.184 3.601 5.373 9.048 16.754
Trucking cattle .000 .234 5.853 17.348 41.614
Death loss .000 1.289 3.212 7.146 15.451
Total variable 10.275 17.791 34.937 70.041 144.097
Total fixed and vari-
able costs per day 18.865 31.491 55.377 104.271 210.807
Daily cost per head .377 .a9 .197 .185 .182
Cost per pound of gain* .141 .082 .074 .069 .068
aAssuming 400 pounds gain per animal in 150 days.
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TABLE 22
SUKMART OF NONFEED COSTS FOR FIVE MODEL CATTLE FEEDL0T5 OPERATING
AT 100 PER CENT OF FEEDLOT CAPACITI, KAK3AS, 1961.
Kodel
Item : I II III IV V
Total Volume of Cattle Fed 40 115 225 450 925
At 100 Per Cent of Capacity
(dollars)
Total fixed costs per day 8.59 13.70 20.44 34.23 • 71
Variable coats per day :
Insurance on cattle •340 .980 1.920 3.840 7.893
Taxes on cattle .467 1.340 2.627 5.253 10.793
Veterinary .359 .716 1.240 2.311 4.573
Electricity .000 .085 .609 1.679 3.938
Fuel 2.288 2.693 3.299 4.528 7.124
Insecticides .038 .167 .356 .742 1.558
Hired labor 3.914 5.043 6.699 10.086 17.237
Buying cattle .000 .337 1.414 3.618 :71
Selling cattle 1.914 2.893 4.317 7.269 13.460
Trucking cattle ,000 .187 4.695 13.914 33.378
Death loss .000 1.157 2.8S5 6.419 13.679
Total variable 9.320 15.603 30.061 59.659 122.104
Total fixed and vari-
able costs per day 17.910 29.303 50.501 93.889 188.8U
Daily cost per head .448 .255 .224 .209 .204
Cost per pound of gaina .168 .096 .084 .078 .077
aAsstadng 400 pounds gain per aniaal in 150 (lays.
IL2 13
TTY, f
' J II
jtodel
uj IV
Total ' ,; Cattle M
At 73 fltf Ccat i»i Catttcity
Total fixed cott.f —r day
Variable coats t**r ^ay :
Insurance on cattle »1$1
Taxes oa cattle
fetsrlMuey #306
Flectrlcity .000
el a »0t6
rnaectlcides .029
labor 3.'
Nriag cattle .000
SeUl&i cattle l.W
Tiuckine cattle .000
Dei i I ."-00
Tctal variable
6.50 A? .70
.7^
1.007
.075
t«$88
•it*
2 .IB
1.699
333
(dollars)
l.W»0
1.973
1.037
2.3?1
1.1
2.860
~.91*0
1*99*
1.505
^ .010
.560
9.535
2.
10. 4 10
5.8*1
&
56.73
•$00
8.093
5.^7
S.53X
6.306
1.175
16.295
6J
10.1
15.629
6.075 13.352 25-085 U9.09»4 tfH
I tal fixed and w
able ccsts per 5»y 16.665 27.052 *5.?22 83.3?* 166.1*5?
• "* scat per head .55< .315 , ' .avr
.* .«*-« —***.
Cost per pound of rale'
>2
.208 .116 .101 .09?
.240
.09-0
kAssuninc 1*00 s ~ain per anlral in 150 days.
MCOSTS FCR FIVE MODEL CASTLE FEEDL0T3 OFERATI»
COT OF FEEDLOT CAPACITY, KAH3A3, 1961.
Model
Na I II III IV V
Total Volume of Cattle Fed
At 50 Per Cent of Capacity
20 58 113 225
Total fixed costs per day
Variable costs per day :
(dollars)
8.59 13.70 20.44 34.23 66.71
Insurance 00 cattle .167 .k&? .960 20 3.947
Taxes on cattle .233 .673 1.313 27 5.393
Veterinary .235 .469 .811 1.513 2.993
Electricity .000 .068 .485 1.339 3-142
Fuel 1.766 2.082 2.$k6 3.496 . ,00
Insecticides .019 .08V .179 .374 H
Hired labor 3.523 4.5^0 0.031 9.090 15.516
Buying cattle .000 .227 .952 2.^35 5.565
Selling cattle .976 1.475 2.201 3.706 6.863
Trucking cattle .000 .094 2.3^ 6.937 16.641
Death loss .000 •936 2.332 5.188 11.219
Total variable 6.919 11.135 20.1p2 77.5^7
Total fixed and vari-
able costs per day 15«509 24.835 40,592 72.845 144.277
Daily cost per bead
.775 .428 .359 .324
Cost per pound of tain* .291 .161 .135 .221
.312
.117
Assuming 400 pounds gain per a&inal in I50 days.
-3
:LE 25
SUMMARY OF KCHFEED 8001 FOB FIVE MQCBL CATTLE HE0LOT3
AT 25 PER CEHT OF FEEELCT ETT, X&B3A3, 1961.
'
< ; _ T . i 7 ,Tf
S4s>3 WM *^. —.> IU
Model
Item : I II III IV V
Total Volvos* of Cattle Fed
At 25 Per Cent cf Capacity
10 29 56 113 231
Total fisted costs per day
Variable costs per day :
Insurance on cattle
Taxes on cattle
Veterinary
Electricity
Fuel
Insecticides
Hired labor
Buying cattle
Jelling cattle
Trucking cattle
Death loss
(dollars)
8. 59 13.70 20. i** 3^.23 06.71
.087 .247 jm . 1.973
.120 •333 .660 1.313 2.700
.170 .338 . 36 1.091 2.160
.000 .0 .1*25 1.173 £.752
usoi 1.776 2.172 2.962 fc.<
.010 •0*3 .091 .139 .397
3*3^7 it. 312 5.728 ..25 It.7^0
.000 .175 .73^ 1.878 ij^292
»* .7 IMk 1.936 3.566
.000 .(&7 1.172 3.^72 6.329
.000 .818 £.039 t.536 9.808
Total variable 5.7^7 8.216 15.261 28.155 55.^08
Total fixed and vari-
able costs per day H.337 22.616 35.671 62.365 122.118
jDaily cost per bead 1A3* .780 . 37 »552 «529
i t— i n .jif i 1 ii 11 m i- ii - 1 .j 1 . 1 1 1 11 mm 1 im m i - i — - - - — 1 ,.- -— —— i. ... i.
t per pound of jiain* .538 .292 .239 ^07 .198
Siasusiin^; U00 pounds tain per ani rca l in I50 days.
nwith increased utilization of the fixed plant. As scale of the operation
increases slope of the averac'e cost curve decreases, because fixed cc;3te
become a smaller and smaller proportion of total unit costs. This points
to the greater utilisation of lixea plant facilities.
The economies of scale or lon^-run coat curve decreases rapidly at
tu« smaller uouels and gradually levels out. as scale or operation expands.
The long-run cost or economies of scale curve is illustrated in Fi^rure k.
Declining per unit costs prevail throughout all increase* in 3cale for this
study, however, the rate of decrease is quite slow for feedlots with capa-
cities above 225 head. The shape of the long-run cost curve is dependent
upon the short-run average total cost curves. In the short-run, average
fixed unit costs continue to decrease* Average variable unit costs level
out a no be-in to rise as inputs demoded by increased scal^ oration
bsccme more inefficient. Theoretically when the rise in MUBfi variable unit
costs Deceases great enough to offset the decrease in average fixed unit costs
the average total unit cost curve for feedlots levels out and begins to rise.
However, in this study the point of increasing unit costs was not reached. The
least-cost point of production will be the lowest point on the average total
unit cost curve in the short-run.
^
The lone-run economies of scale cost curve is drawn tan. ant to the
individual short-run cost curves of tv* feedlots when feedlct capacities
fore a continuous series. Theoretically toe economies ox scale curve is drawn
taxitent to tje least-cost point of only one short-run cost curve. This point
Is the least-cost point of production for all feedlots in the long-run. Tan-
gencies of the long-run curve to other short-run curves are to the left of
2Baum, Faris and Walkup, p. 32.
Daily nonfeed
cost per head
$1.50
1.25
1.00
.75
.50
_
.25 -
1 1 1 I
100 300 500 700 900 1100 1300
Number of cattle fed
Fig. 4. — Economies of scale curve (nonfeed cost) for five
model feedlots, Kansas, 1961.
short-run least-cost coisbinatioris when the lon^-run curve is negatively
slope *no to the ;*i,;ht at dhort-run least-cost coMbinations waen the
run curve is positively sloped.3 Short-run cost curves did not turn up in
the traditional U s shape in this study, therefore, the economies of scalp
curve uas drawn tangent to the lowest point on all j'.iort-run cost curves*
This situation seem to coapare favorably with other studies en economies of
scale.
-*ssaler, p. 21
Scuap, p. k.
JBrtsal^rr, | .
Baua, Riley and Weeks, pp. ^1-Us.
AMR ffttBUL
Five aodel facdlots vita deal^nod capacities c X)
; hcei, respectively, vara
average costs associated vlt'a scale of operation ana vith level of capacity
at which individual feedlots were operated. A survey wa* conducted os^iag
feeilot cperatcrc to indicate, mttg OttW thine-, th.ir capital ia* ..u,
ii^cd Mfli axid variable costs. These costs and investments wore then «jaa-
lyred statistically, to establish staadaria &OB vhict the study could
proceed. Mm the budget or "synthetic" approach, secondary sources of
Information (such as, dealers, aanufecturers and contractors) vera asked to
supply costs Q&t& which were then correlated to the standard? set by the
survey, : jt each faedlot siae, f**era£e unit coats vere calculated for fee
lets operated batvean 25 and 150 per cent of norml" capacity. Those short-
run plant east curves were then used to develop an economies of scale curva
for tanacr fe*?alct operations.
aftf aasuyses, for this study, intricate a ifharp rise in unit costs
for operations at low levels af ifpfTft] . roadiet atdd at 100 per cwift
of capacity bav* ifer head costs less than half those costs of u feedlot oper-
ated at 25 par cent of capacity. Also, nonfeed costs pvr head decline as
feedlots unrated at a ^iven $er cent or uoraal capacity exp&ad output.
Far example, feedlots operated at 125 par cent of "nomal" capacity had non-
I costs per head of $ .12 far a capacity cf HjS tafiU C0a*W& to * .j£ p
MT & oaiaoity of 50 h*md (labia 26).
From information presents, it appears that farmer feedlot3 can
TAELt'. 26
SUMKI AJLX JL HGHFE51
MlfUTJBTICAL IKEBL .TY UTILIZaTIOH
iluaber of dta~ at Horcai' Capacity
Degree of Capacity Utilization 1*0 11? 1*50 9*5
^dollars)
25 PM C3Dt 1.1*3** .700 .637 •55£ •
50 per cent .775 Atf 052 • 321* . 12
nt
.5 '>9 .21*0
100 par cent ,M*8 .255 .»!* ."A
125 per c .377 .219 .1 • .i?r
150 per e .337 .195 .1'. •1?D .162
continue to operate. That is, a? long as they expert output t~ its
and continuall; oaae scale to keep pace- vit' rn tec: y.
statictical data indicate that larger feedlots are ratified by the
economies of scale of feedlot oiterations. It also Implies that costs advan-
ta&es can be fully attained only if feedlots are used at capacity or even
•oaevhet beyond vhat farmers consider "nomal" eapacity. However, tfue to
the relatively lar,;* standard errors coaiparei to the iseans and the lov co
efficients of deterrination; statistical analyses vould suggest a lar
apple should be dravn in future surveys of similar data, thereby, increae
the chance for greater accuracy.
Recognition is extended to Professor John E. McCoy, without whose
help, financial and otherwise, this report would have been impossible.
Sincere appreciation also goes to those farmers who gave so freely of their
time during the survey interviews. Acknowledgment of the fine cooperation
received from faculty and staff members of Kansas State University and other
members of the Manhattan Community is expressed at this time also. Thanks
,.oes to the Economics Department and its secretarial staff for the time,
supplies and indulgence extended to this author throughout the ordeal of
his Master's program. To Mrs. Dorothy Lilley my expressed thanks for the
many hours expended on this study* To my typist, Mrs. Carolyn Butler, I
extend sincere appreciation (and piece of mind as soon as the final copy is
done) . Gratitude goes to members of the Agricultural Economics bowling
team (1963) for their relaxing methods of diversion. Lasting friendship is
expressed to those members of the Agricultural Economics graduate room
(1962-63) for their helpful and cheering bull sessions. Finally this author
wishes to express indebtedness, gratitude, recognition, praise, thanks and
satisfaction to his spouse for the help, aid understanding and bundle of
Joy she so willingly bequeathed during his college career.
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Item Costs Chargable to Cattle Depreciation
Grain bins $750 4> 75
Upright silo 800 SO
Trench silo 100 20
Total feed storage $1650 $175
kachine shed $ 150 $15
Tractor 750 150
Manure spreaaer 300 60
Roller-crimper 300 60
Total machinery and buildings $1500 $285
Feed bunks $ 100 $ 20
Fence 150 30
Windbreaker 50 10
Cattle chute 100 20
Oilers 50 10
Water facilities 150 30
Total feed yard $ 600
Pickup $ 750 $150
Wagon 300 oG
Loader, tractor 250 50
Portable auger 200 40
Cattle spray equipment 100 M
***<$. feeding and cdscellaneous
equipment £1600
Total v5350 *900
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TABLE 28
iWUIPMENT, JUILDING3 AND MACHINEttY FOK A 115 HEAD CAPACITY FLEDLOT, MODEL U
Item Cost8 Chargable to Cattle Depreciation
Grain bins $ 1500 150
Upright. 3ilo 800 ou
Trench silo
Total feed storage
100 20
$ 2400 $250
Machine > shed $ 200 $ 20
Tractor» 1000 200
oilag* cutter 750 150
Manure spreader 400 60
i.oiler-.crimper
Total machinery and buildings
300 60
<i650 $510
Peed bunks $ 300 $ 60
Fence 300
kindbreaka 100 20
Cattle chute 100 20
Oilers 100 ao
skater 1acilitiea
Total feed yard
200 40
$ uoo $220
Mafon f power box $ 300 vlO,'
Truck 000 100
Pickup 400 ao
Loader, tractor 250 50
Portable auger 250 50
Cattle spray equipment
Total feeding and miscellaneous
100
equipment $2300 $460
Total $ 8450 •-W+-
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TABI£ 29
LviUIPMENT, BUILDINGS AHD KACHXHERX FOK A 225 HEAD CAPACITY FEEDLOT, KQBEL III
Item Costs Chargable to Cattle Depreciation
Grain bins $ 1500 3150
Kay ahed 1000 100
Upright alio 1500 150
Trench silo 200 40
Feed tank
d storage
217 44
Total fe«s $4417 syj
Kachine shed $ 400 (40
Tractor 1250 250
Jilage cutter 900 180
Iianure spreader 400 80
Holler criiiqper
hinery and buildings
300 60
Total mac $ 3250 $610
Feed bunks $ 550 $110
Fence 400 80
"kdndbreako 100
Cattle chute 100 20
Oilers 250 50
Water facilities
>d yard
400 80
Total fee $ 1800 $360
Wagon power box $ 1000 $200
Truck 1250 250
Pickup 600 120
Loader, tractor 250 50
Portable auger 250 50
Cattle spray equipoent
ding and cdscellaneout
125 25
Total fee i
equipiieiit * 3475 $695
Total $12942 149
,'i
WuJPMEMT, ^UILDLh. DOn FOR A 450 HLAD CAPACITI IEE0LOT, KCD1X IV
Xtea Coats Chargable to Cattle Depreciation
Grain bins
Hay alma
upright silo
Trench silo
Feed tank
Total feed
Machine sheds
Tractor
milage cutter
Manure spreader
itoller-criiaper
Total machinery and buildings
line bunks
Fence
windbreaks
Concrete aprons
Cattle chute
Oilers
Water facilities
Total feed yard
Wagon, power box
tsk
JUp
Loader tractor
Portable elevator
Portable auger
Cattle spray equipment
..*L feeding and ciscellaneous
2000
ftgBO
250
255
I 7W
1500
1250
500
400
$4250
$ 1650
1000
200
1650
100
450
750
$ 5^00
I MO
l>Uu
750
300
300
400
an
250
SO
51
100
80
20
150
$11
15C
60
H
I fcMO $ 890
Total $ 22005 $3641
wIABI£ 31
MUM MB N&CHXKEBX FGK A 925 IEAD CAPACITY FEEDLOT, MODEL V
Item Costs aqpfe&l to Cattle Doprcciatio
Grain bins $ 7500
tiay shed 2500 250
Trench alios 15 300
Feed tank 493 98
Total feed storage 01993 h>1398
NMtetM shed JO $ 100
mcUmt 5000 1000
oila^c cutter 2250 U
KoiJUrwcriiuper SCO l
Total Eiachinery and buildings :• 9050 710
Fence line bunks $ 3300 $ 660
Fence 2500 500
. O
roto aprons J00
Cattle chute JO 40
•TO 1000 200
Water facilities 2500
ibtal feed yard $13100 w
Truck, power box $ 1500 $ 300
Tru 3000 600
Piclaip 1500 X
Loader tractor 500 100
iortabl© elevator 300
Portable auger 400 80
Cattle spray equipment 200 40
total feeding and jniscellancouc>
equipment $ 7400
m* £41543 $7308
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APPENDIX B
EQUATIONS AND BELATED STATISTICS USED IK THIS HEPORT
102
several equations were fitted to the survey data. Pour of these
were selected for further discussion in this study. They are:
A) T a b^2 + b^L22 + b>xlx2 * D4X1 * b5*2
B) I - b^ 4 b2X2
C) Y « a + bX
D) Y • a « bX
Equations (A) is a quadratic function and (B), (C) and (D) are linear functions.
For equations (A) and (B) the variables are the same.
Y the total cost of any variable item for a given feedlot operated
at a given level of capacity.
A^ the number of cattle per feedlot.
&2 « the per cent of normal capacity at which a feedlot is operated.
Equation (C) was designed to give an estimate of the relationship between a
particular variable cost (Y) and size of a feedlot (X) operating at a given
capacity (100 per cent in this case). The variables in this equation are:
Y - the total cost of any variable cost item for a given feedlot
operating at 100 per cent of capacity.
X the number of cattle per feedlot
Equation (D) estimates the relationship of a particular percentage of coots
at normal capacity (Y) to level of operation (X). The variables for this
equation are:
I = the percentage of variable costs, incurred at normal capacity
that would be applicable if the feedlot were operated at capa-
cities of 25, 50, 75, 125 or 150 per cent.
X = the various levels a feedlot may be operated at, i.e., 25, 50,
75, 100, 125 and 150 per cent
oee Table 33 for related statistics to the above equations.
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The nine variable cost items and set of linear equations used to
compute the cost, of each are:
Y - 25.27 * .7342X
Y « 29 * .7291*
Y -69.26 .71351
Y « 60 .3955*
Y » 310.35 .8198X
Y - 54.5 .4539X
Y «= -4.6 * .25771
Y » .5 + .9987X
Y m 496.71 * 2.2582X
Y - 81 + .1805X
Y - -118.42 -r 1.4693X
I m 36.5 + .6157X
Y <= 208.67 1.9592X
Y » 2 * .9798X
Y -675.90 •+ 6*14021
Y - .025 .9V72X
Y " -97.31 2.3559X
Y 60.5 .40tu/C
These equations were used to compute the total cost of each variable item on
the five hypothetical models operated at the six levels of capacity utilisation,
Veterinary expense ; equation 1
equation 1
Electricity expense; equation 1
equation 1
Fuel expense; equation <
equation 1
Insecticide expense; equation 1
equation 1
[c)
[D)
Hired labor expense; equation 1
equation 1
Buying cattle expense; equation
equation 1[D)
Selling cattle expense; equation
equation !
[c)
iiired trucking expense; equation 1
equation <
[c)
Death loss expense; equation 1
equation I
[c)
[d)
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TA£I£ 23
WKBXUTim AS) BEGRESSIOi COEFFICIENTS AND THEIR RELATED STATISTICS
FOR EQUATIONS CONSIDERED FOR MNE VARIABLE COST ITEMS IK THIS STUDY.
Variable 1 - Veterinary ~ -.pensea
Equations
MOUrfied Statistics ABC 1
Standard error of the
equation 427.40 435.35
Correlation coefficient
(K)
.53033 .49469
Level of significance (F) 17.84902 37.42306
Coefficient of detendL-
nation (R2 ) .28131 .24471
Constant (a) .00320
-235.0376
Regression coefficient
CI*) -.00002
.62549
Standard deviation of
(bx) .00026
.08493
Level of significance (t)
for (bx) -.09162 7.36472
regression coefficient
(•a) .00157 3.03764
Standard deviation of
(b2 ) .01792 .66657
Level of significance (t)
for (b2>
.08762 4.53949
Regression coefficient
(9 .00665 . •
Standard deviation of
(b3 ) .00195 .
.
441.52
.*§&
.7142
.2110
16.05
.9045
.2363/ .8181
25.27 29.000
.7291
.1390
LE 33 continued.
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Equations
Related Statistic A £ D
Level of significance (t)
for (03) 3.40490
Regression coefficient
(\) .07213
Standard deviation of
.36491
Lavel of significance (t)
for (b4 ) .19766
Regression coefficient
(b
5 ) -.25694
Standard deviation of
(bj) 3.32376
Level of significance (t)
for (b
5 ) -.07730
Variable 2 - Electricity Expense
Standard error of the
equation 352.70 366.98 337.56 13.50
Correlation coefficient
(a) .59497 .54003 .5377 .8072
Level of significance (F) 24.98780 47.55167 .
.
.
»
Coefficient of determi-
nation (i£) .35399 .29163 .28912 .6516
Constant (a) .01182 -184.3763 -69.260 60.000
Regression coefficient
(bi) .00091 .67287 .7135 .3955
TABLii 33 Continued
loc
Equations
^.elated statistics
standard deviation of
(t^) .0CX)21
Level of significance (t)
for (b
x
) 4.35338
Regression coefficient
(b2 ) -.00087
standard deviation of
(b2 ) .01479
Level of significance (t)
for (b? ) -.05888
Regression coefficient
(b3 ) .00279
standard deviation of
(03) .00160
Level of significance (t;
for (b3) 1.74761
Regression coefficient
(b4 ) -.65609
standard deviation of
(bj
.29379
Level of significance (t)
for (b4 ) -2.23317
Regression coefficient
(b
5 ) .21854
standard deviation of
(b
5
) 2.74068
Level of significance (t)
for (05) .07974
.07111
9.46229
i.,,2588
.56188
2.35971
.1840 .1150
TABLE 33 Continued
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Variable 3 - Insecticide Expense
Equations
Related Statistics A ii
Standard error of the
equation 73.30
Correlation coefficient
(a) .73733
Level of significance (F) 76.32407
Coefficient of determi-
nation (ii2 ) .61939
Constant (a) .00405
Regression coefficient
(t^) .00019
Standard deviation of
(bl> .00004
Level of significance (t)
for (t^) 4.14295
Regression coefficient
(b2 ) .00001
Standard deviation of
<b2 ) .00324
Level of significance (t)
for (t^) .00557
Regression coefficient
(bj) .00257
Standard deviation of
(03) .00035
Level of significance (t)
for (03) 7.32881
33.90
.71046
120.73139
.50476
-99.6952
.22537
.01702
13.23737
1.09459
.13440
3.14380
»
.
84.46
.7259
.52693
-4.600
.2577
.0396
3.44
.9973
.9946
,SQQ
.9987
.0295
.
•
T/IBI£ 33 Continued
ioa
Equations
Related Statistics
Regression coefficient
Standard deviation of
-.22636
.06445<v
Level of significance (t)
for (b4 ) -3.51178
Regression coefficient
(b5 ) -.04740
Standard deviation of
.60062
Level of significance (t)
for (b
5 ) -.07892
Variable 4 - Fuel Expense
Standard error of the
equation
Correlation coefficient
00
612.7-
Level of significance (F) 14.06033
Coefficient of determi-
nation (fi2 )
Constant (a)
degression coefficient
(bi)
standard deviation of
(bl)
.23102
-.01304
-..ooai
.00036
•17.31
.45800
31.45685
.20977
-80.9402
.784ij»
.11822
641.46
.4043
.16346
J10*S$*
.6198
.3009
13.65
.8405
.7064
54.500
.4539
.1165
SUUO3fiatt0tft
loy
SqoatioriB
Kelatea Statistic©
Level of aignSXcanGQ (t)
tm (\)
i-la^resaitta cooffictat
C&2>
Staittkfd deviation of
.1 of aigsiificsnce (t)
Tor <b2>
Ee&reasiou coefficient
i
otanoart.. deviation of
Level of significance (t)
for (tr$)
..egreaaion coefficient
>
standard deviation of
Level of ai^iificanee (t)
Kegreaaion coefficient
Utanoard (deviation of
Level of aigrdflcance (t)
for (b
5 )
..J085
-•00149
.^537
-.G$S96
.^335
.00274
1.21V55
1.44356
.50403
.604^7
b
6.63227
<*.06G75
4*3.
TABLE 33 Continue!
3 1C
Variable 5 - Hired Labor Lxperi3e
Equations
Related statistics A B C I
Standard error of the
equation 947.80 940.13
Correlation coefficient
.66637 495
Level of significance (F) 23.96240 60.63703
Coefficient of deterai-
nation (Br) .44405 .44216
Constant (a) -.00287 -78.6697
Agression coefficient
.00039 2.30258
Standard deviation of
.00067 .21714
Level of significance (t)
for (bi) .53885 10.60384
Regression coefficient
(b2 ) .00628 5-44438
Standard deviation of
(b2 ) .04867 1.76306
Level of significance (t)
for (b2 ) .12920 3.08802
Regression coefficient
(19) -.00195 • •
Standard deviation of
.00512 • 4
Level of significance (t)
for (03) -.38101
936.92
.6572
2.2582
.5286
17.15
.4418
.43191 .1952
496.710 SI.000
.1005
.1765
• *
Ill
TABLE 33 Continued
Equations
delated Statistics
Regression coefficient
(%) 1.98490
Standard deviation of
.97127
Level of significarce (t)
for (b4) 2.04360
Re<*ression coefficient
(b5 ) 5*23743
standard deviation of
(b
5 )
9.05112
Level of significance (t)
for (b
5 )
.58417
Variable 6 - Buying Cattle Expense
Standard error of the
equation 854.90 869.31
Correlation coefficient
.52169 .48682
Level of significance (F) 16.15380 34.01214
Coefficient of determi-
nation (E2 ) .27216 .23699
Constant (a) -.01633 -512.7368
degression coefficient
0^) -..;uG$6 Mtt&
standard deviation of
(1^) .00052 .17351
887.97
.4966
1.4693
.4341
18.95
.8345
,24661 .£956
420 36.500
.6157
.1640
112
tinned
pitlit
Lelated Statistics ~ I D
Level of significance (t)
for (b!) -1.02445 7.50683 • »
1 :.e£.resjioi; coefficient
-.00322 4.66852 » •
Standard deviation or
.03 1.36*51 . |
Level of significance (t)
for (bg -.06774 • U637 • •
Regression coefficient
.01215 * •
otandar^ deviation of
.00399 • »
Level of significance (t)
for (03) 3.Q4I63 • *
Regression coefficient
.92194 « •
Standard deviation of
.74039 • •
Level of significance (t)
for (b4 ) 1.24522 • «
ftegreeeion coefficient
-.4&E1 « .
Standard deviation of
0>5 ) 6.04121 • *
Level of significance (t)
for (b^)
-.06845 • • .
»
• «
TABLE 33 Continued
U3
Variatjle 7 - Jelling Cattle L^enee
Equations
related btatietics A 1 C B
o*anaard error of Tide
riffiMnn 1439.30
Correlation coefficient
1460.40
w .51503 .40309
Level of si^iificance (F) 16.02985 3*. 24859
Coefficient of deterui
—
Hit!ww (l?) .26526 .23338
Constant (a) -.01368 •817.8892
i«e3sion coefficient
-.00059 1.77390
/w^iiaard deviation of
.00089 .26914
level of si^iifioance (t)
for (i^) -.66530 6.13490
} .egression coefficient
.00002 12.58436
standard deviation of
(b4 ; .06114 2.26533
Level of significance (t)
for (b2 ) .00037 5.55519
degression coefficient
,021 • •
standard deviation cf
(b3 ) .00667 .
.
Level of significance (t)
for (b^) .71812 . •
;.22
.4653
.17733
208.673
1.9592
* »
• •
5.65
.9926
.9^53
2.000
.9798
.0490
XkDLS 33
1U
-jns
'elated Statistics
^sion coefiUcient
) L»2SfcT9
- .d&rd deviation of
(\) 3-03U2
.el of signi. I (t)
for (b4 ) 3-
MMliB coefficient
<b
5 )
11.35044
Staridara deviation of
Level oi' sitjnificance (t)
for ( .20
Variable o - liired Trucking Expense — Cattle
•d&rd error of the
equation 2901.70
relation coefficient
(it) .64170
Level of significance (F) 2S. 56301
Coefficient of detent-
ion (K2 ) .4U79
Constant (a) .U634
regression coefficient
(*£) .^731
Standard deviation of
(bx) .00186
3125.04
.55474
4o.00?32
5.28929
.61030
2951
.5367
.30773 .34141
4|fl j.3270 -675./—
6.1402
1.14124
1.23
.7997
/,994
.025
.9972
.0110
. 3:
.15
3
itelaieu btaiiatica
fiOABM (t)
for (t^) 5.92421
t
(b~) -.02412
St ft]
(b2 ) U2
s (t)
ior (b2 )
Uiciout
btandaru deviation of
(b,) .U1340
Level of ui^iifitf&nce (t)
for (b
3 ) 4*54447
Kegression coefficient
-8.78633
Standard deviation of
(b4 ) 2.56265
Level of eignificance (t)
for (b^) -3.4020?
rauiiioh coefficient
tb$) 4.94401
btandaiv deviation of
(L^) 23.76210
ol of aignificance (t)
for (fe>) -.00131
8.58233
21.64395
$.05018
4.2*522
TAjuL j^ ^ontlrcuva
Variat>ie 9 - Death Loss Expense
i^quationo
elated itatistics A B C B
standard error of the
equation .bu t&.OO
v orrelation coefficient
.67579 .64375 ^27
Level of significance {¥) 30.2^156 64.75464 .
.
• »
Coefficient of deterrd-
.. ation (K"i ) .45669 .41441 .44050 .4392
Constant (a) .03537 -635.6197 -9/. 1 XX)
degression coefficient
.00115 2.193
!
-66
standard deviation of
• -'
-•-*'-'W% .20438 ,20
Level of significance (t)
for (bx ) 1.78367 10.727%
degression coefficient
.00528 6.30137
standard deviation of
.04420 1.66182
jjevel of significance (t)
for (b2 ) .11953 3.79183
degression coefficient
(b3 ) .wl527 .
.
standard deviation of
(b3>
.OQfcifc .
Level of significance (t)
for (b^)
.
11Y
U Jj
Lquatioua
uelat&u statistics
prtM&M coefficient
(L, ) -.56370
'.-
Standard deviation of
i\) -.91393
Level of significance (t)
ftr (it) 2.86402
regression coefficient
(b$ ) 2,84064
Standard aeviation of
(b
5 ) fe,0<
level of significance (t)
lor (b5 ) .60487
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The lack of coat information on farmer operated cattle feedlots in
Kansas prompted this study. A desire for information of this type was ex-
pressed through Kansas State University farm management specialists, economists,
and Kansas farmera- The study was thus designed to help aid in future studies,
feedlot expansions and commencement of new feedlots. This phase of the study
was lliaited to nonfeed costs.
A sample was drawn from numbers of the Kansas Farm Management
Association who were known to feed cattle. This sample was stratified into
five different sise groups. A simple average of each group gave the five
hypothetical models used in this studv, i.e., 40, 115, 225, 450 and 925 head,
respectively. Feedlot operators were contacted and personally interviewed
.
.The survey attempted to find, among other things; capital investments of each
feedlot, fixed and variable costs incurred by operators, normal capacity of
the lot, number of head fed in 1961, and some of the operators personal back-
ground in cattle feeding. Statistical analyses were applied to the answers
where practical and standards derived from which to proceed. Secondary sources
of information were obtained and correlated to this set of derived standards
(budget approach). The standards and ensuing cost data were applied to the
five hypothetical models. Inferences were then made from each model as they
applied to the population, i.e., each model was assumed representative for
one of five size groups of Kansas farmer operated cattle feedlots. For each
model, average total nonfeed costs per head were calculated for feedlots
operated between 25 and 150 per cent of normal capacity. These short-run
plant cost curves were then U3ed to develop a long-run planning or economies
of scale curve for farmer feedlot operations in Kansas.
A summary of total nonfeed costs indicated that per head nonfeed costs
decline an a feedlot increases plant utilization. For e.«*uuple, a il> lieud
feedlot operaoed at 50 per cent or normal capacity has daily total nonfeed
coats per head of v .428 compared to v.2T> per l*ead Tor the sane feedlot
operating at 125 per cent of normal capacity* Jtatistical uatu reveal that
larger feedlota are justified by the economies of scale of feedlot operations.
Analysis of total nonfood cost data for feedlots operating at 100 per cent of
jlont utilization dieelo~ -Jy total nonfeed Nttf t&r hMi ranging from
v.448 for 40 head to ^.203 for 925 head. From the proceeding two conclusions,
aence MM proscmtevi. in tliis study indicating IIA1 , —J^^ cai; continue to
achieve costs advantages as they progress from 25 to 150 per cent of plant
utilisation. However, coats advantages are reduced to sl.iI 1, decreases in daily
..onfeed costs per iieac as plant utilization exceeds 100 ]>er cent, for example,
a 22^ head feedlot lias daily ionfeed -csts per head of $.^ t , ;.2o9,
Mkt v.197 and ^.179 as it operates from 25 to 150 per cent of plant utili-
zation, respectively.
Large standard errors relative to the mans and relatively small
coefficients of determination eoLiputed for those fc.juac.ions used in the analyses
indicate that; costs concluded in this study may deviate considerably from the
actual mean daily total nonfeed coses per head of Kansas farmer operated cattle
feedlote. statistical implication concludes that a larger sample size may have
produced answers with less variance.

